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Rape presentation dispels stereotypes
by Kristin Butke
contributing writer

IAN GRAHAM/'staff photographer
Junior Jennifer Carpenter watches 'Rape is not Sex' Tuesday along with 300-400 other people.

Faculty group urges
'responsible change'

The fact thai females have been
raped or sexually assaulted at ages
ranging from 11 months to 97 years
brought silence to Phillips Hall
Ballroom and forced the audience to
reflect upon their own experiences and
sexual interactions.
On Tuesday evening, through the
combined efforts of the Campus
Assault Response Helpline. Women of
Color. Brothers of New Direction and
Kappa Alpha, a presentation on sexual
assault, "Rape is Not Sex." was
performed at Phillips Hall Ballroom.
Between 300 and 400 people attended
the presentation.
The presentation included a variety
of dramatic enactments, poetry
readings, statistical information and
interactions with the audience.
"The goal of this presentation was
primarily for educational purposes. We
want to let people know that sexual
assault happens to all kinds of people

issue, a side which is "out and out wrong,"
staff writer
he said.
FRC is trying to establish a point of view
The Student Solutions Committee is no that is "what we perceive to be the truth," he
longer alone as a leading voice against the said.
restructuring mandates of Jan. 13.
According to Smith, FRC has had
Faculty for Responsible Change has been members meet with the state secretary of
together informally since about September education and members of the state
1993 to keep faculty aware of restructuring, legislature in efforts to provide them with a
but "the nightmare of Jan. 13 caused <{b$] to better understanding of the faculty's point of
redouble our efforts." according to Df.. Russ yicV on restructuring.
Smith, a member of the Executive'"Planning
/Trtey-bSve also made attempts to meet
Committee of the groups
;,:?1
»I1,,,
U.,U:»
,,UI those
,,,
with
the.
Board
of1E,I
Visitors,
S,0
1IIUIS| but
"We are convinced trSTthe administration Attempt* have been unsuccessful, he said
has made some monumental WunjJers-jii the '
"FRC rsdedicated to preserving academic
pronouncements of Jan. 13. and we wjll. do ihtegriw'and ptotectii^ the principle that the
what we can to correct those errors,'); sa^;'':rfWuh^.'must ciJftWOJI the curriculum." he
Smith, associate professorof ecprtoroiiiS;
said.
"What we've tried to do," he said. '&»■
'While the administration will say that it
provide a factual rebuttal in wJiautfce^ embraces that, its behavior doesn't conform
administration has claimed is its basis forlne well to their stated terms," he said.
decisions made."
According to Fred Hilton, director of
The more FRC looks into the reasons Media Relations, the administration
stated by the administration for restructuring, encourages groups to express opinions but
the less sense it makes. Smith said. "The stands by its decisions. "The steps the
case for restructuring is simply shoddy," he administration has taken have been
said, and the decisions are "arbitrary and explained fully, and I feel they are the proper
capricious."
decisions." he said.
Dr. Dorn Peterson, another member of the
Attempts to contact other members of the
planning committee and associate professor upper administration for comment were not
of physics, said, "The characterization of successful.
certain facts [about restructuring) around
In reference to the faculty's 305-197 vote
campus are peculiar."
of no confidence in JMU President Ronald
FRC is working to educate people about Carrier on Jan. 24, Smith said, "It's really
the ramifications of restructuring, Peterson very serious.
said. They believe the Board of Visitors and
the state have only heard one side of the
FACULTY page 2
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Fire destroys Burger King
East Market Street restaurant set ablaze;
city police nab alleged arsonist same day
by Greg Froom

by Rick Thompson

by all kinds of people." according to
Kristi Graves, a member of CARE and
key organizer of the presentation.
"A secondary goal would be to get
the resources available on campus
more well-known, including Hillary
Wing-Lott's new position as sexual
assault education coordinator." she
said.
According to Josh Owen, public
relations chair of Kappa Alpha. CARE
initiated the organization of this sexual
assault program and then solicited the
assistance of other organizations.
"CARE was involved in the
primary organization, and KA
basically helped with the publicity by
encouraging other groups to
participate, getting the Greek
community involved and distributing
flyers," he said.
"Rape is Not Sex" began by
illustrating many of the stereotypes
concerning rape and sexual assault that
are prevalent in our society as a result

senior writer
The Burger King in downtown
Harrisonburg, known for its flame-broiled
hamburgers, was itself charred by a blaze after
a fire reportedly was set by an alleged robber
during the early hours of Tuesday morning.
Harrisonburg Police Department Sgt. B.D.
Gregory said Leroy Kent, 28, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., was arrested and charged with grand
larceny, breaking and entering, and arson for
the incident at the fast food restaurant located
at 262 E. Market St.

Kent was arrested in Harrisonburg at about
1:30 p.m. Tuesday, Gregory said.
Kent allegedly set fire to the Market Street
Burger King after breaking into the building
and attempting to gain access to the business"
safe early Tuesday morning, Gregory said.
"[Kent] apparently cut himself while in the
building, dropped some blood on the floor. . .
and set the fire to cover the evidence." Gregory
said.
After setting the fire, Kent allegedly took a
TV set and a video cassette recorder from the
BURGER page 2

MIKE HEFFNER/p/wM editor
Burger King on East Market Street lies vacant after an early morning fire Tuesday
that gutted Its interior and caused between $450,000 and $500,000 in damages.
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continued from page 1

of the influence of gender roles and
the media.
A dramatic enactment of the
different interpretations of men and
women following an incident of
sexual assault provided insight into
these stereotypes. While the men
casually stated, "We just had sex,"
the
women
simultaneously
renounced, "But I said 'no."*
According to information
presented, stereotypes also include
misconceptions that rape only
happens to women, that it generally
occurs in dark alleys and that it's
performed by one stranger.
According to statistics provided in
the presentation, one out of every six
to 10 men is sexually molested; only
20 percent of all rapes involve an
unknown assailant; 50 to 80 percent
of all rapes are date rapes; and only
54 percent of all rapes are performed
by one assailant.
Donnetta Payne, president of
Women of Color, said. "When we
think of rape we usually think of a
Caucasian.
"This presentation informs people
about the different facts of black and
homosexual rape victims and makes
people more aware of the big picture.
The basic goal of the presentation is
to make people more aware of sexual
assault, the facts behind it and

especially how it affects different
types of people," she said.
The presentation also addressed
the false assumptions that a desire to
have sex can be personified through a
woman's dress, that when a women
does not say "no" she is actually
granting consent and that alcohol
consumption does not affect the
woman's ability to ________
provide consent.
In
actuality,
according to the
speakers in the
presentation, the
consumption
of
alcohol forces a
woman to give up
her ability to provide
consent. When a
rape occurs. 73
percent of all
assailants and 55 ______
percent of all victims
have been using
alcohol or drugs.
Lavell White, a sophomore and
member of Brothers of New
Direction, said, "I think that there
will be a lot of positive feedback
because most people were
enlightened by the misconceptions
and issues that were touched upon."
Freshman Ryan Thompson,
member of Kappa Alpha,
participated in one of the

violent act, men who rape other men
are not necessarily homosexuals.
One speaker said, "In rape, men
use sex as a weapon to force control
over another individual."
"Rape is Not Sex" also
emphasized the various physical
results of rape, as well as the more
widely recognized psychological
_______ effects.
"There is a need for
campuswide education
about sexual abuse,"
Graves
said.
"Women's
issues
groups and the Greek
community generally
get this type of
programming, but
people who do not
have a distinct interest
Ryan Thompson can fall through the
freshman and member of Kappa Alpha cracks
this
" education."
Aside from the factual aspects of
effective, and I'm happy with the
turnout. It's important for people to these issues, various poetry and
literature read about sexual assault
look at the physical damages of rape
and recognize that they can be more expressed the emotions of victims of
rape and assault and gave insight into
lethal than the emotional effects.
Either way, the person is scarred for the many stereotypes concerning
these issues.
life," he said.
"Generally only women attend
Another point
that
the
these types of sexual assault
presentation emphasized is the fact
presentations to learn how to protect
that rape is not sex but. rather, an act
themselves, and I think the presence
of violence involving traumatic
physical pain. Because rape is a of fraternity guys on the panels.

performances that illustrated how
women are often referred to by men
as objects and animals.
This interaction between the
Kappa Alpha fraternity members also
exemplified how sexually active
women are looked down upon while
sexually active men are respected.
"I think that the presentation was

It's important for people to look at
the physical damages of rape and
recognize that they can be more
lethal than the emotional effects.

Burger
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"That lack of confidence means simply that
the faculty doesn't have faith in the upper
administration to meet its responsibilities," he
said.
The administration "needs to meet an ethical
and moral responsibility" to JMU. Smith said.
"The deeper fear is the administration really
means to lower the academic integrity of this
institution. They are attempting to assault
disciplined learning.
"Five or six years from now, the academic
value of your degree may be seriously
degraded," Smith said.
If JMU is perceived to be qualitatively
inferior than what it is today. Smith said, then
people who have a choice among JMU, and
other universities will choose the other
universities.
"FRC is opposed to that, and we will
continue to oppose that," he said.
FRC is mounting a "full assault on what we
consider to be an ill-informed, ill-timed, illthought-out restructuring program," Smith said.
The group's goal is "to pursue restructuring
in a fashion that is designed to meet the needs
of the institution while preserving the academic
integrity of its programs," Smith said.
"FRC's position is this is best done when
faculty share this responsibility [with the
administration]." he said.
According to Peterson, FRC originally
formed in 1993 when faculty wanted to address
the administration on restructuring.
"In August 1993, the [Board of Visitors]

passed a resolution I
which appeared to give
Dr. Carrier blanket
authority over the
university," Peterson
said. "In September, the
[Faculty Senate] invited
Dr. Carrier to speak" to
the senate and to define ;
restructuring.
The Board of Visitors |
resolution of Aug. 6,
1993, stated in part: " .
Now, therefore, be it Russ Smith
resolved that the Visitors
of James Madison University instruct President
Ronald E. Carrier, in consultation with the
faculty and administration, to move
expeditiously to take the necessary steps to
implement innovative programs and that the
president shall report actions taken from time
to time to the Visitors..."
Peterson said that at the time. Carrier was
invited to speak to the senate, and he agreed to
answer questions prepared by the senate. When
the time came, however. Carrier addressed the
senate without fielding questions and left
several members of the faculty feeling
skeptical.
In response, several
members of the faculty wrote a letter asking for
complete faculty involvement in restructuring.
Peterson said.
"This led up to a referendum [in the senate],
and the people who put together this
referendum called themselves Faculty for

Responsible Change." he said.
Smith said the purpose of the referendum,
which was defeated, was to establish a
moratorium on restructuring and the formatidn
of an interim committee to study governance at
JMU.
According to Peterson, the group went
through a period of dormancy until the
restructuring mandates were made in January,
he said.
The group's goals now parallel those of the
Student Solutions Committee, the student
group which formed in light of the mandates,
Peterson said.
Monica McFerrin, an executive member of
SSC, said, "I think what they are doing is
wonderful.
"They have organized together to support
the same cause we are — to support the
academic integrity of the school," she said.
According to Peterson, FRC consists of
several committees underneath the executive
planning committee. These include committees
for strategic planning, fund raising, legal
affairs, student and alumni support, media
relations and liberal education, he said.
On Feb. 25, a concert is being held at The
Little Grill to benefit FRC.
The concert will feature two bands. First
Fridays Rhythm Band and Regular Sauce,
according to Robert St. Ours, an employee of
The Little Grill.
"It's pretty much folk rock type stuff," St.
Ours said. "Both bands are pretty similar and
[the show] will start at 9 p.m."

Burger King and left the scene, he said.
Kent reportedly set the two-alarm fire in the
northwest comer of the Burger King building,
Shifflett said.
The fire department received a call at 3:26
a.m. Tuesday reporting that smoke was seen
emanating from the Burger King fast food
restaurant located at 262 E. Market St.,
according to Harrisonburg Fire Department
Chief Larry Shifflett.
When the first firefighters arrived at the
scene, they found the building engulfed in
smoke, he said.
At 3:41 a.m. a second alarm was issued. All
city fire companies responded to the call.
Companies from Bridgewater and Broadway
were also called in to assist in fighting the
blaze, he said.
Units from fire departments in Grottoes,
Weyers Cave, Elkton and McGaheysville were
called in to stand by at the Harrisonburg
departments while the fire-fighting effort was
in progress, he said.
Four engine companies, a hose company
and a ladder company reportedly participated
in extinguishing the fire, Shifflett said.
The fire was brought under control at 4:10
a.m.. he said.
'The damage is estimated at $450,000 to
$500,000," Shifflett said.
The fire reportedly gutted the northwest
corner of the Burger King structure, and the
entire restaurant reportedly received extensive
smoke damage.

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is indebted for all the
triumphs which have been gained by reason and humanity over error and oppression.
— James Madison
S
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rather than just whining women,
made this very effective," said
freshman Liz Dowling. »
The last speaker of the
presentation was Hillary Wing-Lott,
who spoke about her appointment to
the new position of sexual assault
education coordinator.
Her position originated from the
hard work of many students who
were concerned about the needs of
sexual assault victims and felt that
expanded student education
concerning these issues was needed
at JMU, according to Wing-Lott.
"This position was created for all
students, not only women. It was
designed to meet the needs of males
and females, regardless of race,
religion,
heterosexuality or
homosexuality." she said.
Wing-Lott is also involved in
various on-campus programming. "I
have been asked to speak in classes,
residence halls and by faculty
members who are concerned with
issues regarding respect and how
men and women interact." she said.
Wing-Lott
also
provided
information concerning legal options
available to a victim of sexual assault
or rape. One could either go through
the on-campus judicial process, the
criminal process through the local
courts or the civil process, which is
also through the local courts.
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CORRECTION
In the Feb. 20 issue of The
Breeze, Carrier Library hours
were incorrect in the law
library story on front page.
Carrier Library is open
Mondays-Thursdays from
7:50 a.m.-midnight, Fridays
from 7:50 a.m.-IO p.m.,
Saturdays from 9 a.m.-IO
p.m. and Sundays from 10
a.m.-midnight.

. The Breeze, regrets, the error.
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Speaker emphasizes black student issues
by Ben Dalbey
staff writer
A man of many voices spoke
Monday night in Grafton Stovall
Theatre.
Dr. Michael Dyson talked in the
voices of brother, scholar, father and
rapper to about 30 students as the
keynote speaker for Black Emphasis
Month activities. Dyson, an author
and pastor, is a professor at the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill.
In an effort to "use words as an
instrument of healing" by talking
about the past to improve the present,
he spoke on a variety of issues.
By "looking back and looking
black," Dyson said, current issues
such as affirmative action and current
styles such as hip-hop culture can be
viewed in a broader perspective.
The most prevalent voice Dyson
used was the voice of experience.
Speaking from the experience of
working his way toward a doctorate
from Princeton University. Dyson
appealed to the "young, black college
student on a predominately white
campus." •
Young black students should work
for themselves without worrying
what white society thinks of them, he
urged.
Members of both races often have
the misconception that black students
are at colleges for the sole reason that

they are black, according to Dyson.
Some black students have a
"paranoia of white acceptance of
black society," and some white
students feel that affirmative action
gives blacks an unfair advantage in
the college acceptance process, he
said.
Dyson said he docs not believe the
institution of affirmative action is
unjust. "It's not a perfect system." he
said, but "white men have enjoyed
two (200| or 300 years of
unquestioned affirmative action."
Despite the progress society has
made, it is wrong to believe that "a
mere 30 years after the movement,
everything's right and fair," he said.
One way to work toward fairness
is by becoming truly multicultural.
Unfortunately, the problem does not
rest solely on white shoulders.
"Multiculturalism is for black people
among themselves," he said.
Black culture in the United States
has been divided into the embittered
urbanite and the bourgoise mainstreamer, he said.
Mainstream black society too
often looks at the rising popularity of
the goateed, blunt-smoking, 40ounce drinking, baggy-pants
wearing, hip-hop culture and says,
"Here come them niggers," Dyson
said.
In turn, hip-hop culture looks at
the mainstreamers as having sold out
to white society.

KYLE fttJSSIcontribuling photographer

Dr. Michael Dyson speaks about blacks in society Monday night in
Grafton Stovall Theatre, ending Black Emphasis Month activities.
The revolutionary black culture
has been more easily accepted by
white society than by the black
establishment, he said.
"When Ice Cube came out. I
thought he was going to jail," Dyson

said. Instead, the controversial rapper
was embraced by white popular
culture. "Rolling Stone put it on the
cover. Ebony magazine didn't. Now.
the Pillsbury Doughboy is a rapper."
Black society must combine the

new and the old "to form a
multicultural reality." he said. He
also warned that while society needs
to become more multicultural as
well.
He cited the recent incident at
Rutgers University as an example of
the double standard that exists in
white society's attitude toward
blacks.
The university president's
comment about the inferior genetic
heredity of minorities resulted in a
sit-down protest during halftime at a
recent game, causing the game to be
slopped. The same people who
clapped and hollered in appreciation
of the the black basketball players
changed their attiiudes to call the
protesters who broke up the game
"niggers and spies." Dyson said.
This change of attitude is evidence
of white society's willingness to be
entertained by blacks but not
influenced by them, he said. "Rap.
That's 'in.' But raise your voice in
protest and it's undemocratic."
Dyson said he is raising his voice
in order "to raise consciousness
about the issues of modern society."
By
presenting a historical
background to current issues, he
wants to shed "more light than heat"
on the already hot questions facing
our society.
Black Emphasis Month committee
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SGA allocates money for new bike racks SheVaCon III

brings fantasy

by Slam Danzuso
SGA reporter
The safety of bicycles on campus could be
better ensured thanks to the allocation of
$11,000 from the Student Government
Association general reserve fund to student
activities for the purchase of bike racks.
At the SGA meeting Tuesday night in the
Warren Hall Highlands Room, SGA passed a
bill allocating $11,000 for bike racks to be
placed outside of Warren and Taylor halls. The
bill was proposed by Sen. Ron Rose, Finance
Committee co-chairman.
There will be several two-unit racks, which
hold 72 bikes each, installed sometime during
this semester or during the summer, according
to At-large Sen. Cathy Manderfield. who is
also chairwoman of the Building and Grounds
Committee.
Some racks will go outside the gameroom
entrance of Taylor Hall, while others will be
located outside the campus center near Grafton
Stovall Theatre, Manderfield said.
"These bike racks will ensure the
investment of the bicycle owners," she said.
"The chances of stealing a bike from these
racks are slim."
Commuter Sen. Matt Rinaldi said, 'These
bike racks will benefit the student body as a
whole, and that is the purpose of the reserve
account."
Also during the meeting, SGA Vice
President Jenny Biondi announced the
appointments to the Undergraduate Curriculum
Council and individual college Curriculum and
Instruction committees that had no student
members.
The appointees will assume their new duties
immediately for the remainder of the semester.
Sophomore Ron Rose, sophomore Steve
Hanson and junior Sean McCrae have been
selected to represent the student body in UCC.
The Curriculum and Instruction Committee
for the College of Education and Psychology
will have its student spaces filled by Ron Rose
and Bemie Pritchard.
'Freshrnair David Lartdo and senibr Scott
Ausband will represent students 4n the College

by Mitzi O'Rear
contributing writer

AMY SANDLimtaffphotographer

Student Government Association senators discuss funding for student groups
during the senate meeting Tuesday in the Warren Hall Highlands Room.
of Business Curriculum and Instruction
Committee.
Senior Jennifer Kern and junior Amy Smith
will represent the entities of letters, arts and
communication in the new as yet unnamed
college.
Sophomore Valerie Reinhardt and junior
Cathy Manderfield will represent the College
of Integrated Science and Technology.
Greg Satz and Joseph Mattenburg will be
student representatives for the areas of math
and science Curriculum and Instruction
Committee.
Biondi said she took names for the positions
from students throughout campus, including
SGA senators and members of Student
Solutions Committee. The appointments were

open to all students. She then interviewed each
student before making the appointments to
UCC and the individual college committees.
Also at the meeting:
• Rep. Kalias Muhammad, Finance
Committee co-chairman, presented a bill to
allocate $1,236.50 to men's club volleyball so
it could attend a tournament at the University
of Minnesota.
Rinaldi made a motion to amend the request
back to its original amount of $1,700 that the
Finance Committee had cut due to airfare costs.
Rose spoke against the amendment and said,
"Surely they did not expect 100 percent
funding since, as a sporting event, it is not as
SGA page 9

Conventions arc a popular way to join
fans of science fiction and fantasy.
For the third year in a row, science
fiction and fantasy enthusiasts are invited to
the Shenandoah Valley Convention, or
SheVaCon III. to explore their interests in
many areas of the science fiction and
fantasy world, according to SheVaCon
Board of Directors member Bruce Gray.
The convention will be held at the
Sheraton Inn beginning Feb. 24 at 5 p.m.
and ending Feb. 26 at 5 p.m.
Some of the attractions this year include
workshops on writing, art and costuming,
an art show and sale, a masquerade with
prizes for the best costumes, a dealer room,
and a game room, he said. Saturday is
usually the biggest day for the convention.
Gray said, with the rooms set aside for
science fiction and fantasy dealers and guest
speakers being the most popular events.
Guests this year include artist Mary
Hanson-Roberts and writer Tom Deitz
among many other fan favorites. Gray said.
Kevin Harkins. a graduate student and
member of the local Starlleet club, part of
the International Star Trek Fan Association,
has been to the convention before. "It's
basically a bunch of people interested in
science fiction getting together; it's a fun
way to spend a weekend."
Debbie Fuller, also a graduate student
and staff member assisting with the costume
call at this year's convention, said she
agrees that the convention is an interesting
way to spend a weekend.
"Conventions are a good getaway. Most
of the activities require very little mental
abilities, and so it is a good way to escape
for the weekend," she said.
The costume call, or masquerade, will be
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
#J in the CAA
vs.

GEORGE MASON
Thursday, February 23 at 7:30 p.m.
A special thanks to
eveiyone who
attended the Old
Dominion Game.
We appreciate your
support and hope it
will continue for the
remaining two (2)
Home Games!

Students FREE
W/ JMU ID.

HEY JMU!
COMMUTER AWARENESS WEEK
is half over, but we still have
two great programs left!

THURSDAY, 12-1 p.m.

"Local Color Day!

r"

Come find out what there is to do in
Harrisonburg! Stay for FREE pizza
and refreshments!

FRIDAY, 8-10 p.m.

"Commuter Coffeehouse"
Live entertainment and our FREE
dessert buffet! Come one, come all!
(All programs in Center for Off-Campus Living, Taylor Hall 102)

A message from the Students' Solutions Committee of
James Madison University:
The recent changes to JMU—the dissolution of the Physics Department and the
splitting of the College of Letters and Sciences have severely weakened the
degrees of every current and future alumni of James Madison University.
The SSC feels that the recent decisions made at JMU were made in the wrong
manner because there was no faculty or student input. Those that make up the
University should be consulted if any decisions are to be made affecting JMU.
The SSC understands that changes have to be made to comply with the state
budget. However, it is crucial to remember that these changes not be made at
the expense of quality.
We are very proud of JMU and we want to keep our
University strong.
SSC meetings are held every Wednesday in Miller 101 at 8:00 p.m.
For information, please call us at: 432-1605
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AAUP holds forum on university governance
by Zeni Colorado
staff writer
The university's governance system was
compared to the corporate world and the city of
Harrisonburg during a forum held by the
American Association of University Professors
on Tuesday in Taylor Hall.
AAUP's second forum of the semester, "A
New Look at Restructuring and Collaborative
Models of Governance," consisted of two
faculty speakers and a discussion among
several faculty members and students.
The purpose of the forum was to inform and
contribute to the current debate at JMU
concerning the concept of restructuring and the
search for more democratic systems of
governance, according to Dr. Dany Perramond,
president of JMU's AAUP chapter.
"We have been hearing about the necessity
of restructuring for a long time, and we decided
that it would not be a bad idea to look at the
process of restructuring in the corporate world,
which so many administrators and legislators
would like us to emulate," he said.
The first speaker of the forum. Dr. Bob
Horn;vprofessor of economics, presented his
view on restructuring, whether it has been
successful in the private sector and if its
processes are worth imitating in the public
sector.
"What I w*nt to do today is try to address
some business aspects of restructuring, try to
learn a little about where restructuring
originated and what have been some results of
this restructuring process in the corporate
sector," Horn said.
At JMU, Horn said he thinks restructuring
has been viewed as a sort of panacea for all
problems, those that are both real and
imaginary and those that are not only on
campus but in Virginia as well.
"Many prominent business and economic
writers have tended to argue that the first great

TOMMY CaWMMilamtributing photographer
Dr. Robert Berrson, professor of art, presents Harrisonburg's model of governance
at AAUP's forum on restructuring and governance in Taylor Hall Tuesday.
wave of restructuring in the corporate sector
began in the 1980s and was characterized by a
sharp increase in hostile takeovers and
leveraged buyouts," he said.
The restructuring that followed leveraged
buyouts and hostile takeovers did not result in

increased efficiency, an increase in economic
welfare and did not as a whole lead to the
betterment of society, he said.
"In the long-term, the reneging of workplace
procedures is likely to result in lower morale,
less trust between a disenfranchised work force

and a new efficiency management, and.
perhaps, less trust between the organization
and the network of service provided," he
added.
Unfortunately, the restructuring at JMU fits
all too well with this model, Horn said.
Although JMU has not had a change in
administration, recent administrative decisions
constitute a breach of established and policies
with the faculty. Ignoring or not soliciting
faculty input in decisions concerning academic
programs constitutes a breach of trust whether
or not policies existed which outlined mutual
participation in these decisions, he said.
"The impact of these decisions, in my
opinion, have seriously undermined faculty
morale, subjected the academic integrity of the
university to ridicule, and most importantly and
most sadly, led students to question the value
of their degrees from JMU." Horn said.
According to Dr. John Palmer, associate
professor of hospitality management,
restructuring at JMU can go beyond the model
of restructuring in the corporate sector.
"I think you can go further and say that
JMU is not like a corporation. The product that
we produce is very difficult to measure in
terms of excellence." he said.
Quality is drifting away from this institution
because of the low morale, he said.
The second speaker of the forum. Dr. Robert
Berrson. professor of art, presented the model
of governance used by the city of
Harrisonburg.
"I will argue that an open, collaborative,
shared model of governance produces higher
quality decision-making and better community
workplace relations than a closed,
noncollaborative, authoritarian model of
governance." he said.
The Harrisonburg City Council, prior to
1992, and the current upper administration of
AAUP page 11

Project focuses on prenatal care Court to decide future
education, teen-age pregnancies of local gay rights laws
by Regan Dillon
contributing writer
The problems with birth defects
and teen-age pregnancies are
probably not foremost on the minds
of most JMU students, but at the
March of Dimes Shenandoah Valley
Division, prenatal care and the health
of unborn children are its primary
concerns.
Project Shenandoah 2000 is the
March of Dimes' plan for educating
the Valley about prenatal care in the
hopes of reducing birth defects,
infant death and low birth weight.
Project Shenandoah 2000 started
in January and plans to "give local
grants to doctors who have health
programs that fit the mission of the
March of Dimes," according to Jeff
Miller, community director for the
Shenandoah Valley Division of the
March of Dimes.
The expectations for Project
Shenandoah 2000 are to get women
to take care of themselves before,
during and after pregnancy. "The
largest part of prenatal care is taking
care of yourself," Miller said.
He said he is concentrating on two
threatening problems in the Valley:
the lack of prenatal education for the
Spanish-speaking population and the
high rate of teen-age pregnancies.
"It's inexcusable, and we need to
do something about it," he said.

offensive than defensive in our
tactics," Miller said.
Although 7 percent of the
Shenandoah Valley speaks Spanish
as a first language, there isn't much
literature available in Spanish. There
are also few, if any, Spanishspeaking medical caregivers, he said.
The March of Dimes is providing
Spanish translators to get prenatal
care information to Spanish-speaking
parents.
The March of Dimes is also
sponsoring two programs to deal
with other issues. "Babies and You,"
which is aimed at giving prenatal
care in the workplace, and the 'Teen
Tip Line," which focuses on
consulting teen-agers about
pregnancy and other issues facing the
younger population today.
"Babies and You" allows
businesses to educate their
employees about prenatal care. "A
company who wants to give prenatal
classes can call us . . . and we [the
March of Dimes] actually give
prenatal care classes," Miller said.
The incentive for businesses to
participate in "Babies and You" is to
reduce health care costs and possible
labor loss due to pregnancy
complications. It costs $5,000 per
day to have a hospital care for a
premature child. Miller said. Health
care costs for birth defects take up
the largest percent of a business'

, <".W/F«J95r?f« f°,pe . Wft ^PMeeA^'P^PdV.'., . ... . . .

"Teen Tip Line" is a brand new
program for March of Dimes that
was developed to concentrate on the
problems associated with teen-age
pregnancies. These problems include
drugs and poor nutrition, which lead
to worsened pregnancy conditions.
Teen-agers of all socioeconomic
backgrounds deal with the same
problems and frequently wait three or
four months before telling their
parents or seeing a doctor. Miller
said. The first trimester is critical,
and if it is not monitored, problems
can arise undetected.
Dr. Debra Sutton, JMU assistant
professor of health sciences, is on the
March of Dimes Health Professional
Advisory Committee and is involved
with "Teen Tip Line." Her students
evaluated the tapes of the hotline for
appropriateness and current
information as a service for the
March of Dimes.
"They [the March of Dimes] don't
have very much manpower. . . and
there are a wealth of students that
could really help out." Sutton said.
Some ideas for volunteer work
include participating in the
WalkAmerica campaign April 29.
providing Spanish translators for the
"Babies and You" program or
helping distribute educational
information for the March of Dimes.
March of Dimes offices are
located on High Street and can be
,Bj:ac.hedal 434-7789.

LA. Times/Washington Post
news service
WASHINGTON — The Supreme
Court said Tuesday it will decide
whether states can override city
laws that protect homosexuals from
discrimination, marking the first
time in almost a decade that the
justices will address a major
conflict over gay rights.
The Colorado case comes to the
court as gay rights have become a
prominent issue in state ballot
initiatives and nationwide politics.
Since 1986, when the court said
states could outlaw homosexual
conduct between consenting adults,
the justices have avoided ruling on
the rights of gay men and lesbians.
The consequences of the new case
for homosexual rights will depend
on the breadth of the decision, but it
is likely to at least set rules for
states trying to adopt anti-gay rights
initiatives.
Separately, the court has said it
will consider whether gay and
bisexual marchers can be excluded
from the annual St. Patrick's Day
parade organized by Boston
veterans. That case focuses on
whether the privately organized
parade
is
a
"public
accommodation" that must allow a
range of marchers.
Rex E. Lee, a former U.S.
solicitor general representing the

state of Colorado, said Tuesday that
the new case will be important for
state governments seeking to have
authority over the law within their
borders. The Colorado Supreme
Court had struck down the state's
amendment, saying it prevented
homosexuals from participating
equally in politics.
'There are few issues as divisive
as the standing of homosexuals and
bisexuals in American society,"
Lee and Colorado Attorney General
Gale A. Norton said in the stale's
appeal, adding that states should be
able to preempt city policies giving
homosexuals special legal status.
Colorado's "Amendment 2,"
prohibiting municipalities from
passing special legal protections for
homosexuals, was adopted in 1992
after Denver, Boulder and Aspen
enacted ordinances against
discrimination based on sexual
orientation in jobs, housing and
public accommodations. Because of
the legal challenge by the cities and
a group of gay individuals, it has
never been enforced.
The key question in the case to
be argued next fall is whether a
state's prohibition on local
protections for homosexuals
violates a fundamental right. But
the more basic test for homosexual
status — whether homosexuality
LAWS page'1'V
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Summer Employment ^^
in the Shenandoah Valley
Families in our community are looking for fun-loving, creative students
to provide child care and activities for their school-aged children over
the summer months. Crafts, sports, water games, and outdoor activities are just a few of the things kids love about summer, and you can
experience the fun again while providing much-needed summer
x
child care.
\
ChildCare Connection, Rockingham Memorial Hospital's child care
resource and referral service, will train you and connect you with
parents in the Harrisonburg area who need your services.
Live-In ♦ Live-Out ♦ Full-Time ♦ Part-Time
Plan now for your summer!
Come to an Informational meeting:

Saturday, March 18th ♦ 11 a.m.
ChildCare Connection offices

#

LSAT
I
I
T

great skills...
Kaplan students get the most
complete test preparation
materials available including
computer-analyzed practice
tests, home-study materials, a
training library and teachers
that really care.

+7.2.
,,
points

get a higher score

(lower level of Wine-Price Hall)
To register call RMH Women's
Health
Focus at 433-4641.
/•«!

class begins March 14 call 1-800-566-EXAM for more information

KAPLAN

/yC^-^
ChildCare Connection is a service of
Rockingham Memorial Hospital in partn
with Valley businesses and agencies.

*As documented in the May 1994 Kaplan LSAT
Performance Study conducted by Price Waterhouse.

L
•:•

Sunday 2/26

I HI:
MAIN

1
*

DINING
DIGEST
SUNDAY, FEB. 26 - SATURDAY, MAR. 4

Monday 2/27

Tuesday 2/28

Wednesday 3/1

Thursday 3/2

Friday 3/3

Cream of Rice
Scrambled Egg»
Bacon, Pancakes
Cream of Potato Soup
Fried Chicken, Wax Beam
Msshed Potatoei w/ Gravy
Wax Beam
Broccoli with Cheeae Sauce

Beef Barley Soup
Turkey a la King
Hot Italian Beef Sandwich
Egg Noodlea
Italian Green Beans
Corn

Chicken Noodle Soup
Cheeseburger Mac
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Gravy
Au Gratin Potatoes
Corn
Italian Green Beans

Canadian Cheese Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Broccoli/Mushroom Quiche
Mashed Potatoea
Gravy
Kale
Mixed Vegetablea

Cheddar Broccoli Soup
Pirn
Chicken Fried Rice
Curly Friea
Oriental Vegetable Blend
Cauliflower au Gratin

Garden Vegetable Soup
Fish Sandwich
Beef Goulash
Au Gratin Potatoes
Corn
Zucchini & Tomatoes

Spinach Noodle Cauerole

Vegetable Stew

Vegetable Fajita

Tex Mex Casserole

Vegetarian Strudel

Louisiana Bean Stew

Meat Loaf
Gravy
Seafood Newburg
Wild Rice Blend
Gland Baby Carroll
Aaaragua

Fried Fish
Chinese Roast Pork
Fried Rice
Broccoli Stir Fry
Sugar Snap Peas

Chicken Paprikaah
Beef Burgundy
Egg Noodles
Mixed Vegetables
Spinach

Swedish Meatballs
Chicken Fritters
Rice
Broccoli Spears
Peas & Mushrooms

Chicken Fieata
BBQ Brisket of Beef
Baked Potato
Corn on the Cob
Green Beans

Mixed Bean Creole

Vegetable Lo Mein

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Vegetarian Chow Mein

Cheese Enchilada

HOTBAR
LUNCH
SPECIAL

Baked Potato Bar
$1.75

#&*>-£

Sirloin Tips in Gravy
Noodlea, Carrrota
$4.00

PIZZA SLICE
OF THE WEEK
USAGE-$1.46

Macaroni and Cheeae
Baked Apples, Green Umas
$3.00

Muchot Nachoi
$2.25

HAVE A SAFE
AND
ENJOYABLE
SPRING
BREAK!
Breaded Flounder
Au Gratin Potatoea
Cole Slaw - $4.00

POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE IS BACK!
WIN *2E IN FLEX!
CHECK TOR DETAILS AT ANY DINING SERVICES LOCATION!

Saturday 3/4
SPRING BREAK
CLOSING
SCHEDULES
The Steakhouse closes
on Thurs., March 2
Mrs. Greens, Let's Go!,
Door 4 Subs and
Gibbons Hall close at
2 p.m. on Fri., March 3
PC Dukes close* at
3 p.m. on Fri., March 3
University Club will be
open 3/6 • 3/10 from
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. for
lunch service

WHATTf
HOTUMI
54S-MINU1

UMM
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Summer Camp Fair opportunity for
students interested in employment

ffisssa

On Feb. 28, students who have an interest in working at a
camp this summer will have the opportunity to meet camp
directors from both church-related and secular camps around
Virginia. The Summer Camp Fair will be held in Warren Hall
Piedmont Room from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Working on a camp staff will help develop leadership skills,
personal relation skills and problem-solving skills. Camp staff
serve as mentors to children and can often have a long-lasting
impact on the children's life.
For more information contact Presbyterian Campus Ministry
433-3502 orJMU Box 7192.
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POLICE
by Greg Froom
police reporter
Campus police report the following:
Altercation
• Three non-student juveniles reportedly were found on Greek Row
near Pi Kappa Phi fraternity and attempted to flee from campus
police at 3:43 a.m. Feb. 19.
Campus police arrived after receiving a fight-in-progress call. The
three juveniles, who reportedly had attended several parties by the
time the police arrived, were apprehended with the assistance of city
police.
The juveniles were turned over to the custody of their parents.
Assault and Battery
• A student was charged judicially with failure to control guests
after an alleged alcohol-related assault and battery occurred in
Ikenberry Hall at 1:20 a.m. Feb. 19.
At least two people reportedly were found to be injured upon the
officer's arrival.
Everyone involved in the incident reportedly refused to cooperate
with the responding officer.

NEWSFILE

Assault
• Unidentified individuals allegedly assaulted a student, breaking
his nose, at the Hillside tennis courts above Garber Hall at 1:49 a.m.
Feb. 18.
Rockingham Memorial Hospital emergency room staff called
campus police to report the assault. The injured individual did not
report the incident himself.

Massanuttens March Madness
Massanutten Resort is holding their annual March Madness
late-season promotion. Coupons for lift and rental tickets will
cost $10 each on weekdays and $15 each on weekends.
Coupons are good for up to four people. For more
information call 289-4954 or I-800-207-MASS.

Hit and Run

Ballroom dance to be held Feb. 25

• A hit-and-run accident reportedly occurred at the Greek gate at
12:51 a.m. Feb. 19.
A suspect vehicle reportedly was located at an off-campus
apartment. An investigation continues.

The Shenandoah Valley Chapter of United States Amateur
Ballroom Dancers Association is sponsoring a ballroom dance
Feb. 25 at Dayton Learning Center from 7:30-10:30 p.m. There
will be a free half-hour group lesson offered before the dance
begins.
The Shenandoah Chapter holds dances on the fourth Saturday
of each month. All amateurs with an interest in ballroom
dancing are invited.
Membership is not required, and beginners and singles are
welcome. Admission is $5 for members and $7 for nonmembers. For more details call 432-0554.

Obscene Telephone Call
• An individual reportedly received an obscene telephone call in
Converse Hall at 4:48 a.m. Feb. 18.

Destruction of Public Property

LOG

■■HUB
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property after the student's vehicle got stuck in a grassy area,
causing significant damage to the grounds on Greek Row near the
Alpha Chi Rho fraternity house at 7:24 p.m. Feb. 17.
Destruction of Personal Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly damaged the right side window
of a pizza delivery car parked in the Hillside Hall service drive at 1:48
a.m. Feb. 18.
A group of about 10 individuals reportedly were harassing the
pizza delivery person before the damage was discovered.
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Kent Wide Trak vacuum
cleaner model KC165A from a corridor outside a custodial closet in
Godwin Hall at 12:30 a.m. Feb. 17.
The vacuum cleaner's serial number is 84-418. It is valued at
$203.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a wallet containing $70
cash, an automatic teller machine card, credit cards and other
assorted cards from Huffman Hall.
The incident was reported to police Feb. 19. The theft reportedly
occurred Jan. 21.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole four wheel covers from a
1992 Ford Escort parked in H-lot between 7:30 p.m. Feb. 17 and 2
p.m. Feb. 19.
The wheel covers are valued at $50 each.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole two blacksmith-type, twopound hammers and three five-gallon buckets of white latex line-up
paint from the ground floor of Godwin Hall at 11:11 a.m. Feb. 20.
An employee reportedly notified police of the missing items.
Petty Larceny
• Two students were charged judicially with petty larceny after they
were found allegedly carrying a "One Way" sign behind Godwin Hall
inM-lotat1:40a.m. Feb. 19.
Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Student Rachel S. Everett, 20, of Richmond, was arrested and
charged with underage possession of alcohol and drunk in public at
Godwin Hall at 1:28 a.m. Feb. 19.
Everett reportedly was found urinating in public. She allegedly
was in possession of a cooler that reportedly contained alcohol.
Everett reportedly claimed that she was unaware of the alcohol in

• A student was charged judicially with destruction of public
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Visiting Scholars Program lecture
series set for spring semester
The Visiting Scholars Program is planning for six speakers to
lecture this semester.
Tom Rolnicki, executive director of the Associated Collegiate
Press and National Scholastic Press Association, will speak on
the First Amendment on March 14 in Anthony-Seeger
Auditorium at 4:30 p.m.
Mary Ann Tetreault will present "Accountability or Justice?
Rape as a War Crime." Tetreault is a professor of political
science and director of the Carrie Chapman Catt Center for
Women and Politics at Iowa State University. This lecture will
be held March 16 in Anthony-Seeger Auditorium at 4:30 p.m.
Dena Shenk is a professor of anthropology and will speak on
support systems for older women. Shenk will speak March 27,
Miller Hall, rm. 101, 7 p.m. Shenk is also the coordinator of the
gerontology program at the University of North Carolina in
Charlotte.
Liz Lerman, founder and artistic director of Dance Exchange
in Washington, D.C., will speak April 4, Godwin Hall, rm. 355,
8 p.m. Lerman will speak on the connections between art and
community.
Madan Puri will discuss "Fuzzy Reasoning." Puri, professor
of mathematics at Indiana University, will speak April 13, Zane
Showker Hall, rm. G-5,4:30 p.m.
Peter Dodson will present "Gone But Not Forgotten — The
Disappearance of the Dinosaurs," April 20, Burruss Hall, rm. 31,
8 p.m. Dodson is professor of anatomy at the School of
Veterinary Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania.

International internships available
' The deadline for students interested in applying for
international internships is March 13. Students should turn in an
application, three faculty references and transcripts. Candidates
will be interviewed at JMU in April.
.. f?r, PPR information about the program and application
forms tali Jt/dy ttmen al^oV^/»'* " ♦ MTTVlWn

• Phi Mu Alpha Lunchtime Recital Series, Taylor Hall, rm.
405, noon.
• University Program Board sponsors, "Adventures of
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert," Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400,8 p.m.
• Campus Crusade for Christ, "Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm.
101,8 p.m.
• Mel Torme, Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m. For tickets call
568-7000.

Saturday
• Catholic Campus Ministry Mass, CCM House. 6 p.m.
• University Program Board sponsors, "Forrest Gump,"
Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• DancScapes '95 performance, "Fort Head." with Richmond
solo dance artist Chris Burnside, Godwin Hall Studio Theatre,
rm. 355, 8 p.m. Admission $5 for adults. $3 for seniors,
children and students with JAC card.
• Baptist Student Union Dance, BSU Center. 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
Admission $2. Everyone is welcome.
• Benefit Concert for Faculty for Responsible Change,
featuring First Fridays Rhythm Band and Regular Sauce.
Concert will be held at The Little Grill, 9 p.m. Donation of $3
at the door.

tn
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• Brown-bag lunch, "Cold War period, and
Executive/Legislative Power Then and Now," Warren Hall
Allegheny Room, noon. Dr. Anthony Eksterowicz will speak.
• Happy Hour Fitness Class, "Are You Ready for Spring
Break?" Hillside Hall Fitness Center. 5:15 p.m.
• Catholic Campus Ministry Movie, "Star Wars Trilogy,"
CCM House, 7 p.m.
• University Program Board sponsors, "Forrest Gump,"
Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• DancScapes '95 performance, "Fort Head." with Richmond
solo dance artist Chris Bumside, Godwin Hall Studio Theatre,
rm. 355, 8 p.m. Admission $5 for adults, $3 for seniors,
children and students with JAC card.
• Harmony sponsors "Social Time." Call Kristen at 564-0458
for time and location.

Sunday
• Catholic Campus Ministry Mass, Phillips Hall Ballroom. 11
a.m. and 5 p.m.
• University Program Board sponsors, "Invasion of the Body
Snatchers." Grafton Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m. only.
• Black Emphasis Month, "The Gateways Music Festival,"
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium. 8 p.m. The festival pays homage
to great black composer William Grant Still.
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RARR-EE STATION
CATALOGUE OUTLET

New stock
in weekly.

Spend all your money on
your trip?

Let your gentleness be known to
oilmen. The Lord is at hand.
■ 'Pftilippians 4:5
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ie Mayall

Don't spend it all
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■

1995-96
school year.
Don't forget!
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Speaker

continued from page 3

member Naa Bruce-Konuah said she
fell Dyson accomplished his goal of
enlightenment. "He spoke for the
whole community," she said. As the
last speaker for Black Emphasis
Month, "He rounded it off
beautifully."
Tatia Daniels, assistant director
for the Center of Multicultural
Students Services, agreed that the
message Dyson conveyed was
valuable, but she was disappointed
with the small turnout. Daniels said
she wished more students could have
heard Dyson's message because "it

a highlight at the convention, and the
costumes range from "closet
costumes." which are makeshift
costumes, to really elaborate ones.
Fuller said.
Senior Dave Seletyn, president of
the Science Fiction and Fantasy
Guild at JMU, said students go for
different reasons.
"SheVaCon is a good convention
... a lot of people enjoy the games or
role-playing, and many people just
go to see people they have met at
conventions before," he said.
The first SheVaCon was in
Staunton in 1993, and the second
convention was in Harrisonburg in
1994.
Gray said that in the past it was a
way to raise money for local
charities. This year the majority of
the profits from the guest art auction
Feb. 26 will go to the local chapter of

, i

, , .

SGA_

pertained to students in general."
Part of the reason the event was so
poorly attended was the lack of name
recognition, she said. Daniels
attributed the difference between the
300 people who came to listen to
rapper KRS-I speak earlier in the
month and the 30 people who came
to hear Dyson speak to the influence
of popular culture.
Dyson is touring the United States
to promote his recently published
book. Making Malcolm: The Myth
and Meaning of Malcolm X. He did
not, however, mention the book in
his presentation.

Fantasy-

continued from page 3
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the Special Olympics and to the Blue
Ridge Wildlife Center.
Harkins said this convention is
good because "it's a way of people
having fun and giving money to
charity at the same time."
Last year 300 people attended the
convention, and Gray said he hopes
to get 350 people to attend this year.
A lot of students usually attend
the "con," but it is open to anyone
interested in the world of science
fiction and fantasy, according to
Gray.
"The conventions are where
people can have fun and enjoy
themselves and for those just wanting
to learn a little about science and art.
We will have quite a display to show
them," he said.
According to Seletyn, the Science
Fiction and Fantasy Guild is planning
its own "MadiCon" to be held on
campus April 7-9.

i i »i
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continued from page 3
beneficial to JMU as other events."
The amendment failed, and the
bill passed unanimously as it was
originally presented to the senate.
• Muhammad presented a bill to the
senate to allocate $1,323.95 to Phi
Beta Lambda so six members could
attend a leadership conference. «
Debate focused on the cost of the
hotel room for the six, which would
be $874.85 for the three-night stay.
Sen. Allen Taliaferro, Greek Row.
motioned to amend the bill and cut
the funding for the hotel room to
$500. which would leave the bill at
$949.50.
The amendment passed.
At-large Sen. Chris Smith
motioned to amend the bill to $900.
However, this amendment failed.
The bill was passed, allocating
$949.50 to Phi Beta Lambda.
• Rose presented a bill to allocate
$1,083 to the International
Association
of
Business
Communicators to help sponsor its
spring conference.
The bill passed unanimously.
• Rose discussed a bill to allocate
$1,874 to Psi Chi to send a
psychology research team to a
conference and explained why the
senate would not be voting on the
bill.
According to Rose, the bill was
killed in committee because SGA can
only allocate funds to officially
recognized campus organizations for
their own use.
Psychology research teams are not
official campus organizations. Such
groups cannot ask for money through
another organization that is officially

recognized. Rose said.
• JMU Political Science Society
was allocated $320 by SGA to
attend a conference.
Muhammad presented
this bill and explained
that the Finance
Committee
had
amended it down
from $500 in order
to allow only eight
people to attend the
conference.
According to SGA
Treasurer Jennifer
Kern, the group had
originally asked for
people
to
attend
conference. The senate passed the
bill.
• Rose presented a bill to allocate
the JMU Contemporary Gospel
Singers $2,800 to help sponsor the
Gospel Explosion that took place
Feb. 18. The bill passed.
• SGA President Jen Mabe
announced that Founders Day will be
celebrated on March 15.
Every year SGA presents the
Samuel Page Duke Award to the
student who has completed five
semesters at JMU and has the highest
grade-point average, she said.
Six students have a 4.0 GPA and
will be awarded a Jefferson Cup and
a $500 scholarship. Mabe said.
The students include Holly
Beasley. Jennifer Hall. Robyn
Manuel. Jennifer Tinsley, Brandy
Daugherty and Melissa Norwood.
• Kern reported that the Executive
Council found the bill passed by the
senate on Feb. 14 to allocate the JMU
chapter of Habitat for Humanity

$2,000 unconstitutional.
It is not legal for SGA to give
money to a charitable organization,
she said.
Rinaldi presented
bill to eliminate the
position of student
judicial secretary as
the student judicial
coordinator
is
capable to assume
the duties.
The bill also
proposed to raise the
scholarship of the
judicial coordinator from
$600 to $950.
The
bill
passed
unanimously.
• RinaWi also reported that the bill
to raife the salary of SGA
parliamentarian from $350 to $450
was killed in committee because the
payment is considered a bonus, and it
was not fair to raise one SGA salary
and not the others.
• Smith presented several bills to
the senate for consideration to be
voted on at the Feb. 28 meeting.
The
proposals
included:
installation of new lights around
campus; installation of an emergency
phone in every residence hall and at
least five on Greek Row; to lock all
residence halls 24 hours a day. seven
days i week to ensure the safety of
students; and for Mr. Chips to remain
open until midnight every day of the
week.
• Commuter Sen. Scott Pinsker
presented a bill to be voted on Feb.
28 to allocate $3,000 from the
general reserve account to WXJM
for equipment.
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Pizza Combo
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8 i Two Large Cheese Pizzas'
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$1.99 Exp. 4/30/95 ■ m
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$10.99 Exp. 4/30/95
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IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.

STUDENTS WITH 45-70 CREDITS

MAKE-UP SESSION

Any nurse who just wants a job can

with your level of experience. As

find one. But if you're a nurs-

SATU RDAY, F E B RUARY 25
10 A.M.-12 NOON

HARRISON A205

an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call l-800-USA ARMY.
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ARMY NURSE CORPS. BEAU YOU CAN BE.
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Have your
customers
left you in
the dark?
Find the light!
Check out Breeze
Advertising
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For rate information call
Jonathan Rhudy at
568-6127
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Start Reduci
Ask Us Abo
See what A

GO TO OFFICER
TRAINING
SCHOOL
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arProgram.
offer you:

•Quality
•Individ
•Furnish
•Free m
•Manage#enl team
hours
•Volleybah & baskgiDa
•Sports equipm^WWvailable f<
• Qpuble bed^i^ailaj4^;
►Monthly newsletters and resident activities

Put your college
*&
^ degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call

•OPS Service

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

HI

•Resident referral program

1235-F Devon La

■Harrison-burg, VA 2 2801

432-1001
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continued from page 5
JMU are examples of authoritarian
models of governance, according to
Berrson. "I think you will see many
parallels between the two.
"Prior to 1992, the Harrisonburg
City Council governance approach
was strikingly similar to the current
JMU upper administration. It was
extremely closed, exclusivist,
centralized and oligarchic."
City Council since 1992 is an
example of a collaborative shared
governance, Berrson said.

A very powerful mayor, first
elected to council in 1970 and elected
mayor in the mid-1980s, ruled with a
tight fist, he said. "Having served on
the council for almost two decades,
the mayor believed, as one former
council member put it, 'that he knew
what was best for the city of
Harrisonburg,'" Berrson said.
"Citizens' groups and the rare
council members who disagreed with
the mayor were seen and treated as
opponents and adversaries. The
issues became framed in terms of us

Laws

versus them, insiders versus outsiders
and old-timers versus newcomers."
he said.
The call for change came from the
community and the council. In 1990,
the Harrisonburg Neighborhood
Coalition introduced the candidates
forum, a type of public town meeting
where candidates for City Council
were asked questions by a moderator
and the general public, he said.
The forum let the community
challenge the closed authoritarian
form of governance, he said.

"The year of 1992 marked the end
of the old authoritarian mode of
government. Almost all the council
candidates in 1992 called for open
communication
and
open
collaborative governance," he said.
According to Berrson. a
comprehensive plan for the city of
Harrisonburg was also drawn up in
1992. It is used as a major blueprint
of all decision made in the city of
Harrisonburg. according to Berrson.
"I suggest that JMU develop up a
plan which can be updated every five

years by the faculty and staff,
students and administration."
Instead of a smoothly functioning
team and a community of good will,
JMU
has
a
dysfunctional
organization after two years of
authoritarian governance, he said.
"Instead of efficiency, we now
have wasteful, conflict-ridden
inefficiency."
It is time to responsibly change
and restructure a governance model
that is wreaking havoc at this
university, he said.

• An assault reportedly occurred at 300
Grace St. at 10 a.m. Feb. 13.
• An assault reportedly occurred at
3190S. Main St. at2a.m. Feb. 17.
• An assault reportedly occurred at 899
Port Republic Road at noon Feb. 17.
• An assault reportedly occurred at 500
E. Gay St. at 11:50 p.m. Feb. 18.

S. High St. between 11 a.m. and 11:30
a.m. Feb. 13.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1007
S. Main St. between 11:30 p.m. Feb. 13
and 1:52 a.m. Feb. 14.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 710
Port Republic Road at 1:12 a.m. Feb. 16.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1070
Virginia Ave. between 4 p.m. Feb. 15 and
2:30 a.m. Feb. 16.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1209
Goldfinch Drive between 11 p.m. Feb. 15
and 10 a.m. Feb. 16.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1200
Park Road between 4 a.m. and 6:30 a.m.
Feb. 17.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 2061
Evelyn Byrd Ave. between 11 p.m. Feb.
16 and 12:45 a.m. Feb. 17.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 59 E.
Weaver Ave. between 1 p.m. Feb. 16
and 10 a.m. Feb. 17.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1180
S. High St. between 7 p.m. and 11:30
p.m. Feb. 17.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 80
Court Square between 10:30 p.m. Feb.
17 and 5 a.m. Feb. 18.

Police Log_

continued from page 5

continued from page 7

the more basic test for homosexual
status -whether homosexuality can be
equated with race or sex for
constitutional protection against
discrimination - may not be reached
in this case.
The Colorado Supreme Court
avoided that question when it ruled
the amendment violated the
constitutional guarantee of equal
protection of the laws.
The state court said Amendment 2
was unconstitutional "because it bars
gay men. lesbians, and bisexuals
from having an effective voice in
governmental affairs, insofar as those
persons deem it beneficial to seek
legislation that would protect them
from discrimination based on their
sexual orientation."
The state court focused on the
"fundamental right... to participate
equally in the political process" by
getting cities to pass laws that protect
them from discrimination.
It said the amendment wrongly

singled out
one
form
of
discrimination, based on sexual
orientation, and removed it from
consideration by the political
process.
The court said a state can infringe
a "fundamental right" of an
"identifiable group" only if the state
has a compelling interest. It then
spurned all of the state's asserted
interests, including that the
amendment preserved the integrity of
the state's "political functions"and
deterred "factionalism" and that it
prevented the government from
interfering with personal, familial
and religious privacy.
The Colorado court relied on a
line of cases dating from 1969 that
preserves groups' rights to participate
in the political process.
The states of Virginia, Alabama
and Idaho had urged the court to take
the Colorado conflict.
The District of Columbia and
eight states offer some anti-bias
protection for homosexuals.

the cooler and reportedly became
verbally abusive to the campus cadets.
A reportedly intoxicated male friend
restrained Everett, prompting several
officers to respond. Everett was arrested
by a campus police officer. The male was
arrested by Harrisonburg police.
Everett reportedly continued to be
verbally abusive to officers and deputies
at the jail.
Fire Alarm
• The fire alarm system in Eagle Hall
reportedly was activated by burnt
popcorn at 10:07 a.m. Feb. 20.
Number of drunk in public charges since
Jan. 10:12
Number of parking tickets issued
between Feb. 14 and 21: 622
Harrisonburg police report the following:

Assault
• An assault reportedly occurred at 567D Hawkins St. at 8:05 p.m. Feb. 12.

Motor Vehicle Theft
• A motor vehicle reportedly was .stolen
from 1925 E. Market St. between 5:30
p.m. and 6:35 p.m. Feb. 14.
Larceny
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 2275
E. Market St. between 8 p.m. Feb. 11
and 7:20 a.m. Feb. 12.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 1790
E. Market St., apartment 60. at 2 p.m.
Feb. 13.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 94
South Ave. between 4 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Feb. 13.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 2275
E. Market St. between 4 p.m. Feb. 12
and 11 a.m. Feb. 13.
• A larceny reportedly occurred at 985

CvULMt.

SKI & SKATE
PRESICIENT'S DAy SAIE
4 Day Sale
20% - 40%
February 20-23
10% - 15%
Off Selected
Off ALL
Soecial
Bindings
Boots

Ski Boot Bag
Combo

$24.99

Special Sale
Package
From $199
( Includes - Skis, Bindings,
Boots, and Poles )

15% Off Selected
Jackets and Pants
8 a.m.

9 p.m. — 7 days a week

703-433 ""201 SI 1) Burgess Ril. Harrisonburg, VA (1-81-Exit 247•-.

Ski Accessories

(Hats, Goggles, Gloves, etc.)

Free Boot Tote
with
Any Purchase
33 East)
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ELECTIONS ARE
JUST AROUND THE CORNER
If you are interested in the
following positions:
Student Government Association:
Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-President, President
Honor Council:
Vice-President, President
Applications to run may be picked up in Taylor
234 or at the Warren Info Desk.
February 22- March 14

M ®?w
BEST
in
the
&
'BURG!
• FRESH BAKED BREAD DAILY
•CARRY OUT ONLY

Now open Mon. thru Sat. 10:30-7p.m.
1090 A VA AVE (42 NORTH) 564-0124
rarararc^^

Deadline to apply:
5 p.m., Friday
The Breeze is
hiring five
count Sales
"xecutiyes and
five Ad Designers
forthel99£'96
school year. All
majors#re
welcome to
apply. Experience
in sales or
ad design is a
plus. These
are paid positions
in wnich
you can
receive academic
credit.

Because stuff happens
*Hey this is corporate America. We have to keep it clean.

1
J

.-'

VISA

To apply for one
of these positions
please send cover
letter, resume and
clips to:
Maggie Ma;
Advertising Manager
Tfe Breeze,
Anthony^Seeger
Hall.

reeze 8

1PLUS

It's everywhere ^
-you ^wartt to be *

UJ

|AMII

MADIIOH

UNIVIIIITT

ID Visa U.S.A. Inc. \99S

*L- J!
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Four Star Pizza

COLLEGE SPECIALS
12" 1 Item Pizza $3.99
>r extra items

plus tax

14" 1 Item Pizza $4.99
90c for extra items

plus tax

Breadstix
nly 99^

16" 1 Item Pizza $5.99
$1.00 forextra items

plus tax

SI.30 forextra items

Spring Cleaning Sale
Stereo. Video.

Music Equipment.

You want it, we got it, but probably not for long at these prices.
Save up to $170
on YAMAHA
home theater
receivers
from $349!

All ALPINE car deckspriced to go! ^^^M

plus t. <

.
JVC CD
players
from $138!
Save over
$110 on a
MITSUBISHI
26" stereo TV just $488!

Save over $150
on a JVC
portable dual
cassette 6-disc
changer just $298!

Save up to $400
on JVC
camcorders from $598!

Save over $310
on a JVC 3-disc
in-dash changer
w/FM/AM just $488!

Boss & Ibanez
Effects Pedals
35-75% off list!
Huge savings on all
drum heads & sticks!

Save$120
on a JVC hifi stereo
4-head VCR just $328!

20" 1 Item Pizza $8.99

13

uitar & bass strings oi more off list!
P.A. rentals available!

Sale items are demos, close-outs & overstocks. Quantities limited. Sale ends 6PM 2/28

Just Mention You Are A I ML Student
No Coupon Required

ake JMU Shuttle Route 4 to Southgate Court, & You're Here!

E1 A Better Pizza At
" A Better Price

A
N
A
G

E

Compare Our Sizes
And Save
Our Small
12"

Ik I

(752-9223)

NICS
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Their Small
N/A

Our Medium Their Medium
14"
12"
Our Large

Their Large
14"

16"

E
N
T

STORE HOURS: 9-6 Monday-Friday; Saturday 9-5
2990 S MAIN, HARRISONBURG
434-4722 1-800-PLAY ACE

Our X-Large
20"

Their X-Large
16"

HOURS:
Monday - Thursday

11 a.m. -1 a.m.

Friday - Saturday

11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Sunday

11 a.m. -12 a.m.

4
3
3
I
3
7
7
6

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as
a freshman ot sophomore, you can
still catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentialsof
an Army officer. You'll also have
the sell-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For more information, Call Captain Heame at 568-6094
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EDITORIAL

Dart...
A check-your-facts dart to the concerned
individual who dropped a note in the ARC Gillette
box. For your info, Gillette still conducts tests on
animals through private contractors. According to
PETA figures, Gillette "used" more than 2,304
animals in 1993 alone.
Sent in by slightly annoyed ARC members.

Pat...

Rangers can't defy bodily limits
The U.S. Army suffered a severe blow last week after
four of its Ranger students died from hypothermia
while trying to complete the fourth and final leg of a
physically challenging training period.
Consequently, the Army has called for a ban on exercises in
the swamp that contributed to the deaths and has initiated four
investigations, according to the Feb. 20 issue of USA Today.
In its 44-year history, the Ranger program has never before
experienced an accident of this scale. Instead, the Army's elite
program has been touted as producing a lop-notch regiment that
is prepared to face the most horrendous conditions in order to
carry out its duties as a special operations force.
That Ranger reputation is one built upon character, discipline,
commitment and education. Yet that same reputation that is
often called upon to defend this country is now being called
upon to defend itself. And with good reason.
The most essential ingredient in any elite military group, or
the entire military for that matter, is the freedom to design and
implement courses that will ensure proper training of its
participants and consequently guarantee safety for all citizens of
the United States. But with any freedom comes responsibility.
These students put their health, and ultimately their lives, on
the line during training. Training, not war. Soldiers go into battle
knowing they may not come out alive.
How can training be rigorous and not life-threatening? The
student Rangers should not be expected to endure such extreme
conditions. There is a point at which every human body must
rest, or it will break. Training until this point is completely
justifiable. The U.S. military needs to investigate its current
training regulations and bring them up to par with the
capabilities of a human body.
The four deaths of last week were not the program's first. In
1977, two students died from hypothermia; one drowned in
1985, and two others died in 1992. One in 1992 died during
mountain training due to health complications and the other died
on a training apparatus, according to the Feb. 15 issue of The
Washington Post.
Training, while not neglecting its ultimate goal of
preparedness, must also take into account that bodies and people
can only do so much. Unfortunately, this mentality was not
present last week.
On Feb. 15, the 102 Ranger students boated down Yellow
River near Eglin Air Force Base as part of their last training
phase, according to the Post. Ranger students are required to
successfully complete a four-phase program during which they
face physical challenges in an urban, mountain, desert and

Editorial Policy

jungle setting — all within the United States.
After departing the boats about 4 p.m., the students began
wading through the 52-degree water, which was neck-deep in
areas. This 52-degree temperature is just two degrees more than
the limit set after the deaths in 1977, according to USA Today.
According to the Post, they were in the water for at least six
hours, twice the amount of time allowed in Ranger training.
Col. Galen Jackman, commander of Ranger brigade, was
quoted in the Post as saying reasons for the extended hours and
neglect of Ranger rules were the construction of a rope bridge to
cross a river and the need to medevac three students who, during
the river walk, were suffering from numbness and showing signs
of cold, thus increasing the hours spent in the river.
Shouldn't the Ranger instructors have noticed a potential
problem after the first student was rushed off by helicopter at
about 5:30 p.m.? Surely they should have been even more alert
when two more also started showing signs of extended exposure
to the cold and had to be rushed off.
Just as a medevac helicopter was able to rescue those, another
helicopter could have been called in to gather up all the other
students left in the river who were trying to make it across.
After gelling out of the water al about 11:45 p.m., the group
of Ranger students reported that two others were suffering from
alleged hypothermia. They were rushed by ambulance for
treatment. At midnight the instructors noticed thai one student
was missing and was later found dead in waist-deep water at
7:35 a.m. Feb. 16 by a search team. Out of these six incidents,
four died unnecessarily.
People are more susceptible to hypothermia if they arc
exhausted, dehydrated, hungry, or under the influence of alcohol
and drugs, according to the Post. Except for the alcohol and
drugs, all apply to Ranger trainees.
"It's a challenging course designed to put soldiers under
conditions resembling combat. We deprive them of sleep; we cut
back on food. There's a lot of physical stress; there's the stress
of continuous operating; and there's the stress of meeting
standards and being evaluated," Jackman said.
While this is a noble and understandable philosophy in the
quest of making the best possible defense team for this country,
national security shouldn't be of such importance that those
trying to earn the right to fight are dying before being granted
that opportunity.
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze editorial
board which consists of the editor, managing editor and opinion
editors.

Nicole Motley . . . editor Craig Newman . . . managing editor
Mark Sutton . . . opinion editor Karen Bogan . . .asst. opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no more than 800
words, and will be published on a space available basis. They must be delivered to Tht
Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
Tlje opinions in this section do not necessarily relect the opinion of the newspaper^ (
vER siTY
this staff, or James Madison University.

A pat to the JMU men's swim team for winning
its fourth consecutive CAA Championship. I think
you guys deserve a lot more credit than you get.
Sent in by their number one fan who has been
there with them for all four years in heart and soul.

Bart...
A dart to those who walk their animals around
campus without the aid of a pooper-scooper.
Sent in by someone who is tired of checking his
shoes after every walk across campus.

Pat...
A you-saved-the-day pat to the JMU cheerleading
team for picking up two bag-waving, hitchhiking,
broken down Breeze staff members on the way to
Monday's GW game.
Sent in by two men who promise to take a state
car next time.

Dart...
A dart to the creator of the editorial cartoon who
feels that African-Americans are only tokens and
numbers. We are not little, faceless voodoo dolls in
the hands of a white man.
Sent in by two disgusted African-Americans who
are highly disturbed by the views of our white
counterparts.

Pat...
An appreciative pat to CARE, Women of Color,
BOND and Kappa Alpha for their informative and
unique presentation, "Rape is not Sex." Your hard
work and (educational effartS;do make a diffecence.,
Sent in by the Women's Resource Center staff. ,
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attack this misguided policy root and branch. Meanwhile, look
for millions of disillusioned white male Democrats to join the
fleet of ships leaving the sinking rat Bill Clinton. See ya after
the elections. Jennifer — bring your teddy bear and lots of
tissues.

cultural prefix to trace and define his or her lineage. Often this
ancestry is filled with numerous adjectives with French,
German, Indian, African, Mexican or Korean roots to explain his
or her background.
This diversity, however, has also attributed to many
problems. We by no means live in a perfect society where race
is not an issue or even where stereotypes do not help define a
person's views. For the immediate future, this is a Utopian
concept indeed. The editorial realizes this as well, but believes
that a collective effort should be taken to improve the campus
climate.
They have not taken a radical stance nor have they even
made an incorrect statement, but to generalize by stating, "Right
now, however, it seems as if only black persons are working to
open minds," they have neglected to inform the JMU
community about the struggles and continuous efforts taken by
other minorities to achieve the same goals. Be it African,
Hispanic or even Afghan-American, we as minorities do have an
understanding of racism, have spent years attempting to increase
awareness and, most importantly, have been "working to open
minds."
This notion is not foreign to JMU, as demonstrated by such
groups as the Asian-American, Indian/Pakistani and
International Student Associations. To add, the Muslim
Coalition and the Students for International Experience are.
believe it or not, very open-minded as well.
Is the intent of this letter to downplay the achievements of
black student organizations? My response to that would be the
exact opposite. I am sure 1 speak for others who would join me
in applauding their efforts. I will, however, criticize the house
editorial for its contradictions and blatant ignorance of some of
its comments.
If we are to truly eliminate "segregation" and racism, then
please acknowledge the efforts of all groups and even
individuals who have worked and are still working at making
their idealism a reality.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letter was 'personal perspective';
success should be based on merit
To the Editor:
Being the kind and gentle soul that 1 am, I will spare
Jennifer Carrol the annihilating retort she deserves for her snide
critique of my letter on the SAT scores. Still, some corrections
are in order.
Ms. Carroll accuses me of "taking a complex social problem
and applying it to one person," my friend Thip. Maybe she
expected me to analyze every aspect of this problem in 550
words or less. I offered a personal perspective, never claiming to
offer the final word on the subject. My point was obvious, but
she missed it entirely.
Regarding affirmative action, Ms. Carrol says, "What we
need to realize is that no one is being punished. Affirmative
action is merely trying to find a balance among all the
inequalities that exist in our society." Bullshit. Affirmative
action, as currently practiced, is diametrically opposed to equal
opportunity. Equal opportunity means having an equal shot to
succeed OR fail, based on merit. Even the liberal media is
finally acknowledging that white males are routinely being
denied jobs or passed over for promotion in favor of minorities
and women with inferior qualifications. As Orwell put it, we are
all equal, but some are more equal than others. Affirmative
action should be called what it is — institutionalized, arbitrary
race and gender discrimination.
Ms. Carroll concludes, "We are not lowering our standards,
but, instead, we are in the process of changing them." Forget the
doublespeak; lower by any other name still means lower. If in
doubt, read the transcripts of President Lawrence's remarks. The
SAT itself has been exhaustively reviewed and revised in recent
years to edit out "biased" questions, with no appreciable change
in results. Now the black student protesters at Rutgers are
demanding that SAT requirements be thrown out altogether.
Why not do away with final exams, too? I mean. I FEEL
educated....
Affirmative action will be a hot issue in the upcoming
presidential race, as Republicans fire up their chainsaws to

Steve King
English
senior

Ethnic consciousness necessary;
minority groups must contribute
To the Editor:
As Monday's house editorial suggests, "Only by opening
ourselves to diversity can we truly learn to accept differences."
This is a notion that would serve well to the efforts of
eliminating racism. We are in a society unlike any in the world,
whose foundation has been built by the struggles of a variety of
different peoples. An American may almost always use a

Homayun Yaqub
senior
international business

Bringing JMU into Virginia's magic circle
a

. . .my mother would have said that to stab your neighbor in the back. . . is just plain 'tacky. ,»

We have had a shocking month and it has taken me a little
time to come to grips with the evil which the administration
has done to the university, to the faculty and to individuals.
Years ago, Hannah Arendt, the great University of
Chicago scholar, enraged the academic world by saying of
the Nazis that they were not so unique in their pursuit of evil.
She said all great evil is the same and is distinguished by its
ordinariness. Evil does not appear wearing a convenient
label. It creeps up on one in street dress and behind a cloak of
the everyday. Upon occasion it explodes in brief moments of
violent activity. Then it subsides back into the everyday. Its
victims relax a bit. They are distracted by the structure of
committees or by their desperate hope that the human source
of their pain will see that they are really unhappy, change his
or her behavior and be good. At the very least, they hope to
survive whatever is going on by being very, very cooperative
or just quiet.
At JMU we call this the process of "keeping the faculty
spinning its wheels." In the midst of the spinning we can, one
assumes, be numbed into accepting the increasingly strange
output of the General Education Committee. Yes, there are
many nice people on the committee, and I am among the
people who thought this committee's work might be
legitimate.
However, its reports are increasingly incomprehensible
and one can only be alarmed. Do we really believe this weird
edu-psycho babble is going to improve with study, with our
good will? I think not. However, behind the babble (and I
think the membership of the committee is mostly innocent
about this) there is a real administrative agenda which is
nothing less than the destruction of the liberal arts tradition
of the school. And- that is a terrible goal. In the meanwhile,
the committee itself has the comfort of the ordinary —
meetings, sub-committees, memos. God help us, there is
even a newsletter!
At this moment, I think it is impossible not to conclude
that the real agenda for mathematics and science is that they
should be dismembered and driven across the highway to

Guest Columnist
— Caroline Marshall
populate and give meaning to the bridges and buildings soon to
be constructed there. I am afraid that the "old" new college is
beginning to remind me of the monastery cum church cum tomb
which Franco built as a monument to himself and his reign.
Everyone in Spain sort of knew it wasn't going to be of much
serious religious use, but they thought it best to pretend. Dr.
Carrier is not the first man of a certain age to get Pharaoh's
disease, the conviction that one must build a great shrine for
one's spirit before death. And some of the best Medieval abbots
fell victim to "stone fever," a debilitating urge to build monastic
buildings. Sadly, these people often bankrupted and destroyed
their orders thereby.
With the trans-Interstate 81 campus in mind, I think we
should not be surprised by the non-scientific character of most
of the "science" committees which are to discuss the future of
the sciences and mathematics (which is already decided, of
course).
In the midst of all this banality, we have had one huge
explosion of activity on the part of the administration in which
the last academic dean was banished, the College of Letters and
Sciences was abolished, physics was eliminated and 10
physicists fired.
Yes, I know the administration now says they weren't fired,
but they were. There were a few hundred witnesses to this. Just
because our bureaucrats are notoriously confused, does not
imply that there is no central planning.
So, "what," as Lenin said, "is to be done?" I have a few
suggestions:
1. Ask the General Education Committee to suspend
discussion for the time being. It is fruitless to redecorate the

Titanic when the band has just struck up "Abide With Me."
2. Members of the new "science committees" need to
realize that even people of good will and intent cannot
function without authority, and they don't have any. No one
should sit on these committees without the express
permission of the scientists and mathematicians. This is a
matter of collegial honor. I realize that the rather aristocratic
code in which my generation was instructed is hopelessly out
of date. However, my mother would have said that to stab
your neighbors in the back and to collaborate in the lootage
and pillage of their lands is just plain "tacky."
3. The present members of the Academic Affairs Office
must be assigned to less intellectually demanding duties. We
should initiate an immediate search for a scholar-teacher to
direct academic life at JMU.
4. Alas, in conclusion, the president has suffered a serious
vote of no confidence. He should retire for the good of the
school in which he has worked so long. This is a painful
topic. I am afraid, however, that by participating in the
Massacre of Friday the 13th, Dr. Carrier lost much of the
regard which many of us cherished for him in the past. And,
for the sake of his place in the public memory, he should not
continue down the long, bitter and bloody road upon which
he has so tragically set his feet.
5. We should petition the Board of Visitors for the
appointment, as interim president, of a senior Virginia
scholar such as Dr. Robert O'Neill, president emeritus of the
University of Virginia, to help us reestablish academic life at
JMU. .
6. And last, but most important, we should individually
and as a faculty, make every effort to place JMU within the
magic circle of "real" colleges and universities — the
University of Virginia, Mary Washington, William & Mary
— whose leadership has earned them premier status in the
Commonwealth.
Guest columnist Caroline Marshall is a professor of
history.
■ • ■
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by Cara Modisett
staff writer
Mrs. Mary Etler. a 1934 graduate of the Harrisonburg Slate
Teachers College — now JMU — still lives in the house
where she was born in 1912. Wearing a Victorian costume in
purple and gold, she gives personal tours of her home.
"She was a teacher from the day she was born." said Jeff
Evans, president of the Green Valley Auctions Inc. and a
member of the Board of Directors for the Historical Society.
This petite lady, who seems always to be cheerful, finds her
greatest joys in teaching others about her house and the history
of Harrisonburg.
Mrs. Etter's stories seem to make the rooms bustle with their
previous occupants. She talks about helping her father in the
garden, wrapping apples in newspaper for cold storage in the
winter and aunts who visited and crocheted clothes for her dolls.
The house she lives in reflects what is special to her.
Sydney Bland, president of the Harrisonburg-Rockingham
Historical Society and a professor of history at JMU, said part of
the value of the house is that it gives people an idea of what life
was like for upper-middle-class families in the early 20th
Century. "One can get some valuable insights into local history
through several windows [including] artifacts . . . and her
personal reminiscences," Bland said.
Visitors will find everything from a grandfather clock, built
locally in the 1840s, to china made in Silesia, a country that
ceased to exist after World War I. There are all sorts of
fascinating details in the house, like a bathtub, circa 1911, with
claw feet. There was only an outhouse to serve the home before
her parents bought it.
History is found in every room Quilts made by her aunts, a
silk parasol that is nearly a century old and a pair of her
mother's high heel, button-up shoes are stored in a small room
upstairs.
The tour begins in the foyer of the house and moves into the
parlor, where Mrs. Etter was baptized as a child. 'This is my
most Victorian room." she said.
Besides the Victorian chairs and paintings. Mrs. Etter points
out a spinning wheel that belonged to her paternal grandmother
in the 1840s. And on the wall is a rather unusual piece of art —

ill be a century old in 1997, is a piece of Harrisonburg history,
er time in the house.

a framed bouquet of "flowers," which is actually made of locks
of hair from three branches of her family.
Across the hall, the library cabinets hold her mother's cut
glass wedding dishes from 1907. On the wall is a painting of a
ship her sister, Ruth Spitzcr, made in 1937. Shelves are filled
with books from her father's bookstore, which he sold in 1927.
Though called a bookstore, the shop sold many other items as
well. "In that day and time they didn't have all these little gift
shops." Mrs Etter said. So her father sold picture frames, china,
glassware, wallpaper and "bric-a-brac," as well as books,
magazines and newspapers. She remembers standing in front of
the shop as a child to watch the downtown parades.
In every room, another piece of history unfolds. In the dining
room, cabinets built into the wall are filled with china, much of
which also came from her father's shop. There are French and
Japanese dishes, Bridgewater pottery and a fat oil lamp dating
from the Civil War.
Across the room from all of this old glass and china, a group
of JMU mugs and a Harrisonburg bicentennial plate are
carefully arranged on a wooden chest that came from her
husband's home. This juxtaposition of modern and oldfashioned throughout the house is what seems to make the home
a living museum, not only full of memories but also full of the
concerns of the present day.
Upstairs Mrs. Etter shows her visitors the little bedroom
where she and her sister used to sleep as children. This, and the
room beneath it, were originally open porches until her maternal
grandfather, a carpenter, enclosed them.
He also made the wooden front doors of the house in 1916 or
1917. The transoms, or windows above and around the doors, as
well as the original light switches in the walls, are representative
of Victorian homes.
In one bedroom — the one she believes she was born in —
Mrs. Etter has collected memorabilia from her years at
Harrisonburg Teachers College. In the closet hang costumes
from "Class Days," which were held every year. Each class
would choose a theme, dress in costume all day and present a
skit in the evening.
She still has all of her Class Day costumes, including a
milkmaid's costume complete with pail. Her Glee Club costume,
her graduation hood and the dress her mother wore to the
dedication of Wilson Hall in 1931 are also kept here.
Mrs. Etter's fondest memories of the Harrisonburg State
Teachers College revolve around Glee Club, a school singing
group.and other musical activities. She studied history. English.
Latin and music and was a member of the education and music
honor societies. She also enjoyed writing. "And. of course." she
said. "I loved writing for The Breeze]"
Student life was very different then than it is now. "When
you went downtown, you always wore a hat and gloves. Mrs.
Cook was our dean of women then, and she was very particular
about that!" Mrs. Etter said
'The other students who danced and all were much more
social than I was." she said. "At that time, I was just a plain,
little and very timid girl
'Those who were dating had to have the names of the men
they were going to date approved by their parents, and the list
was in the dean of women's office."
She said that some girls would sign their dates in as brothers
because they could only go out to dinner with family members.
Also upstairs and across the hall is the "doll room," Mrs.
Etter's favorite part of the house besides the dining room It
is crowded with toys and dolls she and her sister played with as
children Included in the collection are World War I nurse dolls.
an original Teddy Bear that belonged to her mother and two
Raggedy Ann dolls that still have their real candy hearts.
A stuffed Duke Dog sits on a tiny chair, seeming a little out
of place among the rest of the memorabilia
Her father's black derby hat is displayed on a dresser, and
photo albums are opened on the bed. displaying pictures of her
and her family. "For many years I had had in mind that I wanted
a lot of things that had come down through our family to be
saved." Mrs. Etter said. She said she hopes to leave her home as
a museum, but for now she opens her doors to anyone interested.
Mrs. Etter gives tours to students, church groups, historical
societies and friends. When schoolchildren visit, she always tells
them to write down in her guest book one thing they have
learned. She laughed as she said they are fascinated by her
radiators and unable to understand how the grandfather clock
works without electricity.
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A centerpiece sits on Mrs. Etter's dining room table.
Evans said, "What impresses me the most is her .desire to
educate the children, especially about the things of the past."
Evans and Bland are among those working with Mrs. Etter to
collect and preserve her things. In addition to documenting the
contents of her house, they plan to begin an oral history,
recording her voice as she talks about her house and her
memories.
For now, visitors will come away from Mrs. Etter's house
with a new perspective on local history, an admiration for a
woman who keeps alive the memory of a simpler past and,
perhaps, a jar of homemade grape jelly.
Mrs. litter, much like her house, is an amalgam of past and
present. She will talk for hours about her memories of her
parents, of her childhood and her years at the Harrisonburg Stale
Teachers College, yet her involvement in church and community
still keeps her schedule full.
After graduation from the Harrisonburg Stale Teachers
College. Mrs Etter did graduate work in 1937 at Johns Hopkins
and received her masters of arts from William & Mary in the
summer and fall of 1941. She taught in Wayncsboro from 1935
to 1960, where she met her husband She taught at Keister
Elementary in Harrisonburg from I960 to 1973
Today, among other activities. Mrs. Etter is president of
JMU's Bluestone Society, a society for alumni who have passed
their 50th JMU reunion, and is on the Alumni Board of
Directors. She still sings in the choir she has sung in for over 60
years and is an officer in other church groups at Harrisonburg's
First Presbyterian Church.
She is an active member of the Retired Teachers Association
and has received numerous awards including JMU's
Distinguished Alumni Service Award.
Asked about her reactions to the changes in Harrisonburg
through the years, she regrets that "many of the older houses that
were here and should have been preserved have been torn down
... I [also] hate to see the downtown go. but they're trying to
keep it and trying to build it back."
Referring to the changes in JMU. Mrs. Etter said. "I'm real
proud of the university and all that it's done and the way it has
become nationally known."
She still feels very much a part of JMU even 60 years after
her graduation. She recalls talking with Carrier about returning
alumni and telling him, "I've always come back!" to which he
responded. "You never left!"
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Don't be left out in the cold .
live at The Commons

Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
• Free Cable television
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
• Double bed in each bedroom
• Full size washer and dryer
• 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
' 5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
• Built in microwave oven
• Patio or balcony
• Free Water and Sewer
• Free trash pick-up
• Full-time maintenance
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Office Hours
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5:30
Sat. 11 - 4:00
Sun. 10:30 - 2:30

Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600
and get off
campus
this fall!

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.
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Veteran master of
music grooves in to
'Sing, Sing, Sing'
by Jason Corner
staff writer
Strike up the band and sing, sing, sing, baby because all-time jazz great Mel
Torme and the All-Star Jazz Quintet will play at Wilson Hall tonight.
"This concert exposes our students to a different kind of talent and, not just
students, but the whole university community as well," Professor Jerry Weaver,
executive assistant of the former College of Communication and the Arts, said about
Torme's performance.
Torme is coming as a part of the college's Masterpiece Season.
He has been a name to be reckoned with in the entertainment world since the
early '30s. when he began working as a child vaudeville star, and has since
worked in a variety of fields.
"He's had a tremendous amount of exposure . . . he's a writer, a
choreographer, a drummer, a singer, and it says a lot for the program that we
can have an artist of his caliber here," Weaver said.
Since this relatively early start, Torme has recorded more than 100
albums. He hosted his own TV talk show for two years, one of the first
half-hour TV talk shows ever, and has had guest appearances on
numerous TV shows including "Night Court," as well as acting in
movies such as "The Big Operator," "Pardon My Rhythm" and
"Good News."
He has also written several books, including 1991 's Traps, The
Drum Wonder, a biography of the legendary drummer Buddy
Rich, and a novel. Wynner.
During his 60-plus-year career. Torme has been
nominated for 14 Grammy Awards — and has received two
of them — as well as an Emmy for Best Supporting Actor
for his work in the TV show "The Comedian."
Still, Torme is best-known as a musician. The Los
Angeles Times has described him as "the consummate
jazz/pop vocal master of our time." while The New York
Times has called him. simply. "THE MASTER."
Torme is also known as a conductor and arranger.
Mel Torme will be performing Unusual among
singers, he
at Wilson Hall tonight at 8 jazz
writes
and
p.m. Tickets are available orchestrates all the
through the Masterpiece
pieces he performs. He
Season box office.
has also made a habit of
conducting symphony
orchestras throughout the country, including the Atlanta Symphony,
the Denver Symphony and the Philly Pops.
But perhaps his greatest claim to fame is that he co-wrote, with Bob
Wells, "The Christmas Song," better known by its opening line. "Chestnuts
roasting on an open fire." This song has been recorded more than 500 times
The concert tonight is titled "Sing, Sing, Sing," also the title of a classic big band
number by the Benny Goodman Band. This song was well-known for drummer
Gene Krupa's notorious solo, which will be given a rendition tonight by Torme
himself.
Torme recorded a live album in Japan of the same name in 1993 as a tribute to
the famous clarinetist.
The All-Star Jazz Quintet, who recorded "Sing, Sing, Sing" along with Torme.
will also be performing tonight. The band consists of drummer Donny Osborne.
bassist John Leitham. vibraphonist Chuck Redd, pianist John Colianni and clarinetist
Ken Peplowski.
All have serious jazz credentials to their names. Peplowski played with
Goodman's last working orchestra; Osborne played with both Rich and Krupa;
Redd, who has worked with such major artists as trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie and
guitarist Charlie Byrd.
But Torme is definitely the star here, and his name seems to float
permanently in the atmosphere of fame. "I really don't know much about
him, I'd just like to go because [I've heard his namej," senior Frank
Dam said.
Sophomore Keith Wright expressed enthusiasm at the prospect of
seeing Torme in concert. "He's Mel Torme. I mean, it's groovy stuff."
he said.
Dig it.
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Musical comedy looks at assassinations
by Dana Schwartz
contributing writer
Theatre II audience members can look at the
history of presidential assassinations from the
point of view of the people behind the guns this
week. The student theatre production group,
Stratford Players, presents "Assassins." a
musical comedy.
The play dramatizes a history that thus far
has been limited to the presidents of the United
.States. Steven Sondhcim. who wrote the
musical score, tries to posthumously find out
what drove the presidential assassins to commit
their crimes, according to sophomore Mark
Meadows, the stage manager.
According to director senior Dave
•Frydrychowski. written in 1990 and produced
on Broadway in 1991. the play did not do well
commercially. However, it was a hit for college
students. "This musical is written for a younger
audience." he s?id.
Although serious in content, the musical
takes on a comedic lightness, Frydrychowski
said. For example, in the first scene all of the
assassins throughout American history are
gathered together at a carnival buying guns.
But the first and last scenes are the only
ones where the assassins are in a collective
group. "It's not a linear play but a scries of
skits," Frydrychowski said. "Instead of a plot,
the skits create a logic that builds up to the
final scene."
Since the skits bounce from one time period
to another, the comedy has a timeless quality,
according to Frydrychowski. "We set the play
inside the Texas school book depository,
moments before |Lee Harvey) Oswald
assassinated Kennedy."
Plans to perform "Assasins" at JMU have
been long in the making. The idea began about
two years ago. "A group of [stage] designers

MAGGIE WELTER/rcnior photographer

Actors in the musical comedy 'Assassins' rehearse in Theatre II Monday night.
and I heard the soundtrack and really enjoyed
it. So last fall we put in a proposal to direct and
produce the show." he said. Once the proposal
was approved and the cast chosen, rehearsals
began the first day of this semester.
These rehearsals have been a challenge for
those involved. Performing a musical in the
small confines of Theatre II is a difficult task,
musical director sophomore William Johnson
said. However, he has been impressed with the
combination of music and theatre and the
performers' ability to sing Sondheim's wide
range of the songs. "The cast has been great,"
he said. "It made my job much easier since

Catch that
last minute
tan before
Spring Break

most of the cast has had musical experience,
but even those who didn't came a long way."
Meadows also complemented the quality of
the cast. "These are top-notch singers and
wonderful actors."
Frydrychowski said the songs in this play
are not typical musical renditions. "It's intense
music and theatre." No one, however, will
leave humming these songs, Frydrychowski
said. 'The music is powerful and funny, but the
songs are not catchy show tunes."
Instead the content of the play focuses on
the assassins. They are humanized in the play,
according to Frydrychowski. "They have been

beaten down so far, and they feel they have to
do something like this to get attention."
Junior Mark Carroll, who plays Oswald,
expressed his ideas about the theme of the play.
"It's an interesting story about the American
dream from the perspective of people who
could not achieve it."
The high goals and expectations of the
traditional American dream are more myth than
reality, according to Carroll. "What I like best
about the show is that it unmasks the myth."
Frydrychowski also said the American
dream is an illusion. He equated it with the
well-known phrase everyone's parents have
said, "You can be anything you want to be —
even the president of the United States." This is
a false view which may have pushed the
assassins to pull the trigger, he said.
Junior Chipper Cooke, who plays John
Wilkes Booth, said there is a dark side of the
play. "The subject matter may seem offensive,
but it's a very comical and enjoyable show. It
sheds a different light of America and asks
people to listen."
According to junior Melanie Neergaard.
who has the part of Sarah Jane Moore, these
assassins are portrayed as humans, rather than
just killers. Her character is the woman who
tried to kill President Ford. "It's a very
different look at presidential assassins." she
said. "It looks at them as people."
Lighting designer senior Colin Rushing
said. "It's a fantastic musical with a different
approach that's funny."
Frydrychowski said that besides being
funny, the play is also ironic. "It's a comedy,
but the playwright confronts the audience with
serious questions. That is what theatre is all
about."
"Assassins" will be performed at Theatre II
8:30 p.m. on Feb. 22-26 and 2 p.m. on Feb.
26. Tickets are $4.

I MADISON SQUARE
TtWNHDIISKS
3 Bedroom 21/2 bath
Fully furnished units
Individual leases

* SOME ROOMS
REDUCED*
Appliances furnished
Central heat/air

CALL TODAY
434-1173

M-F 6 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
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Moving toward even ground
Striving to comply
with the Americans
with Disabilities
Act has helped
renew a drive
toward increased
handicapped
access at Virginia
colleges and
universities

JMU:
GMU:
William & Mary:
VCU:
Va. Tech:
UVa.:
Radford University:

$902,000
$529,000
$346,000
$538,000
$528,000
$1.18 million
$290,000

by Kristin Kennedy
contributing writer
While JMU may appear to be an obstacle
course of stairs, hills and railroads, students
with mobility impairments say they are pleased
with the overall structure of campus despite its
hilly terrain and older buildings.
Students and faculty agree, however, that
there are still improvements that need to be
made.
The JMU campus meets the needs of a
disabled student "for the most part," said Andy
Burt, a freshman business major.
Burt, one of three students at JMU who uses
a wheelchair, said he made his decision to
come to JMU after visiting other schools which
seemed to have less funds for making campus
accessible.
"The biggest problem at JMU is getting
from one side of campus to the other; there are
lots of hills, but nothing can really be done
about that," said Burt, who regularly crosses
campus the Quad area to Zane Showker Hall
for his business classes.
Other Virginia colleges and universities
were also surveyed about their range of
wheelchair accessibility on campus.
Of George Mason, William & Mary,
Virginia Commonwealth University, Virginia
Tech, University of Virginia, Radford and
JMU, Radford was the only school which
didn't mention hills or terrain as part of its
problem area.
"We have a very compact campus," said
Cary McTeer, Radford student services
specialist. "The heart [of campus) is very level,
which I think influences students in deciding to
come here."
Kara Karr, disability services coordinator of
JMU, serves disabled students with mental,
emotional and physical needs.
"Not many people have really complained,"
said Karr about campus accessibility, adding,
"If students have a problem, they'll call me."
Some buildings are fully accessible, some
semi-accessible and others non accessible. A
building's accessibility depends on whether or
not its structures include upgrades, elevators,
automatic doors and other functions.
Since its formation in 1994, JMU's
Americans with Disabilities Act Committee, of
which Karr is a member, has served to define
which buildings require immediate change.
Sophomore Sean Niehoff, a wheelchair
bound student, named Jackson Hall as one of
JMU's "totally inaccessible" buildings.
Jackson, with stairs leading to most of its
entrances, has no elevators or widened
doorways. Its restrooms — not equipped for
handicap access — are on the top floor.
Overall, however, Niehoff said the larger
problem on campus is "awareness. Students
and JMU service vehicles sometimes park in

Source: Mike McDowell, public information
coordinator for the State Council
of Higher Education for Virginia.
handicap spots and leave their hazards on."
Often these drivers don't realize the effects of
their carelessness on others.
Aside from their vulnerability to others'
lack of courtesy, disabled students are
indistinguishable from other members of the
community.
"Physically challenged people do have some
special needs. We're just students on this
campus, just like everybody else," said
Niehoff. who serves as student representative
on the JMU ADA Committee.
The committee surveys the overall structure
of campus and recommends changes to be
made. Niehoff said he has a lot of influence in
the decision-making process, including which
areas of campus need the most improvement. "I
do express my opinions; I am the student in the
situation," he said.
He is the only disabled student on the
committee, but among the members, there arc
other disabled faculty members who also give
input based on their experience. Committee
members have direct responsibility for
programs such as dining, engineering and
project management.
The Americans with Disabilities Act, which
took effect in 1990, states that "some 43
million Americans have one or more physical
or mental disabilities . . . Discrimination
against individuals with disabilities persists in
such critical areas as . . , public accommodations and access to public services."
It defines discrimination as, in part, "a
failure to make reasonable modifications in . . .
services, facilities and accommodations to
individuals with disabilities."
The act requires public accommodations and
commercial facilities to make alterations "to
the maximum extent feasible, [so that] the
altered portions of the facility are readily
accessible to and usable by individuals with
disabilities, including individuals who use
wheelchairs," within 30 months after the date
of enactment.
Steve Knickrehm, director of financial
planning at JMU, serves on the ADA
Committee and works directly with its budget,
He said the monetary requests of the

ANGELA TVMRWsemor arii.si
committee for capital iuipiovcments, such as
It also involves installing fire detection
changes in construction, are sent to the
systems, adequate numbers of handicapped
commonwealth of Virginia, and a certain
parking spaces and lowering heights of signs,
percentage of the requests is granted.
telephones and other public facilities.
These requests are for specific structural
"Relatively soon all [changes to] the
projects, and they arc budgeted separately from
academic buildings will be addressed."
the budget, which makes up JMU's year-toKnickrehm said. So far. "JMU has done much
year funding, such as salaries, Knickrehm said.
better than other agencies."
In the case of JMU'S I994'96 biannual
These "other agencies" don't compare with
budget, the ADA Committee requested $8.1
JMU. even though by law, the ADA mandates
million from the state for structural alterations.
that all institutions serving the public must
Knickrehm said. As JMU's first ADA request,
have a plan in place to meet ADA regulations.
it was steep because the committee was unsure
All state colleges and universities, therefore,
how much it would receive. Knickrehm said.
must have an ADA plan, yet a varying range
Virginia granted JMU $902,000, which
exists from school to school regarding their
amounted to $1.2 million, including funding
plan, budget and means of enforcing that plan.
from the general obligation bond. Knickrehm
Virginia colleges and universities received a
said. The general obligation bond is direct
total of more than $15 million, routed through
funding for campus and facility changes related
ADA Committees and the general obligation
to students and staff with mobility
bond, said Mike McDowell, the publicimpairments. Knickrehm said.
information coordinator for the State Council
So far JMU has used $300,000 to implement
of Higher Education for Virginia, said.
minor changes such as curb cuts and automatic'The general obligation bond is concurrent
doors, leaving the remaining $900,000 for the
with ADA requests." McDowell said. The
next two years, he added.
bond, passed in 1992, distributes state funding
Some of the plans for future changes are
directly from SCHEV to the central accounts of
estimated to take five to six years. The
institutions for the purpose of handicapped
committee recently prepared its request for the
access and renovations on campus, he added.
I996'98 budget, estimated at a more modest
"The vast majority of ADA compliance
$1.5 million, hoping JMU will receive an
came through in the bond request," McDowell
amount closer to that requested.
said in reference to funding for JMU. He added
"I won't pretend we're doing everything we
that the funds were used for projects such as
can," said Knickrehm, "but we're doing what
the renovation of Harrison Hall, campuswide
we can with what we're allotted," indicating
electrical upgrades and Phase I of the College
that short-term structural changes are funded
of Integrated Science and Technology.
first, while long-term projects, such as building
Other Virginia schools to receive ADA
renovations, are put on hold.
appropriations, according to McDowell, were
In reference to the $1.2 million. Knickrehm
GMU, which received $529,000; W&M.
said JMU is given "100 percent latitude to
$346,000; VCU. $538,000; Virginia Tech.
prioritize what we spend the money on.. . . The
$528,000; UVa.. $1.18 million; and Radford.
first 10 percent of the budget probably covers
$290,000.
the top 25 percent of the need." In other words,
Of these schools. VCU and UVa. have the
immediate problems are fixed swiftly, while
largest number of disabled students who use
more complex projects are deemed long-term.
wheelchairs, with about 20 students each. JMU
A few examples of this need, Knickrehm
and W & M tic with the smallest number,
said, include creating adequate campus routes,
three.
like upgrades and curb cuts, widened doorways
"Some schools didn't submit ADA requests
and front entrances. lq bujldjrjgs, and, clcya.tors
installed-in-all btiildinw,' • • ■ » ******V»\V*V<>Vt\V>\V4*\'s\'i\\\\\M&MUC1 ***#•'?£> '
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Finding company for Granny
Mercy House took to the personal ads to aid in search for Granny Longlegs manager
by Kara Ogletree
staff writer
The words lepi off Ihc page from
Ihc standard Breeze personals
section.
Sandwiehed between ads for a DJ
service and a band performance, the
ad read: "Seeking young, competent,
attractive male to bring excitement &
meaning. Musi be willing to commit
full-time to make relationship work.
Call Janice."
This provocative ad generated
-• about 30 phone calls from young
men during January, according to
Janice Haynes who placed the
advertisement. 'They were intrigued
by the ad. I had to explain to
everyone that it was a subterfuge."
she said.
The ad was designed to be
intentionally misleading. Haynes
said. Instead of looking for a
personal relationship, she was
looking for a professional one.
Haynes is the administrative
assistant for Mercy House, a program
providing food, shelter and clothing
to local homeless families. The
program also operates the Mercy
House Thrift Store and recently
opened a second thrift store called
Granny Longlegs.
Little did Haynes know her job
would entail placing a personals ad
under her name in order to find a
full-time manager for Granny
Longlegs.
Dcbbi Paul, supervisor of both
stores, said. "We had tried placing an
ad for a shopkeeper, but they didn't
have the personality. We were so
tired of these puffed-up resume
people."
Since the funky store caters to the
college crowd. Paul said she was
looking for a good-looking young
man to punch up sales by drawing
women into the store. They needed
"a sexy young man that's full of life,
engaging and committed." Paul told
Executive Director of Mercy House
John El ledge.
Elledgc said her description
sounded like a personals ad. and the
plot was hatched.
As the widow of a former JMU
professor. Haynes has interest in the
university, but fellow Granny
Longlegs employees chose her to
answer the calls because of her rich.

CRAIG NEWMAN/.tenior photographer

Grandaddy Longlegs' greets visitors at Granny Longlegs, the Mercy House-operated consignment store on Main Street downtown.
throaty voice, Paul said.
Sitting on the stairs in a back
room at Granny Longlegs, Haynes
smiled at this description of herself
as she removed her long, brown,
leather coal and took out a cigarette.
Haynes said most of the young
men who responded to the ad
sounded nervous.
"Some of them you could tell
were swallowing, like they had never
done this before. They were
embarrassed." Haynes said.
Not all the men were so shy.
though. Haynes said one told her. "I
think I could fulfill all of your

fantasies."
"I wanted his number." she

laughed while taking a drag on her
cigarette.
One caller used a speaker phone,
and Haynes said she could tell there
was a group of young men listening.
"He was asking questions to find
out about me. and he asked me if I'd
be willing to meet in the Quad. Hewas just playing it for laughs." she
said.
Another of Haynes' callers was a
little less certain of himself.
According to Haynes. he said. "I'm
not sure I'm interested in the kind of
commitment you want, but I'd really
like to give it a shot."
"I would tell them all 'This h for
a job." That stopped most of them

right there. My standard line [to
them] was, 'I'm probably missing the
opportunity of a lifetime.'" Haynes
said.
The week of Jan. 12 to Jan. 19.
when the personal ad was printed in
The Breeze, Haynes and Paul also ran
a straightforward employment ad in
the Daily News-Record.
Since the ad in The Breeze did not
produce any young men interested in
working full-time, the manager's
position at Granny Longlegs was
eventually filled by a woman. Chris
Moore.
Paul said they are happy to hire
Moore because she is a responsible
and competent manager.

Although the personals ad in The
Breeze did not yield a manager.
Haynes said she had fun with the
whole experiment. "I was a little
worried at first, but I did find out that
I haven't lost it — over the
telephone at least," Haynes said.
'The JMU guys who answered the
ad were very dear and sweet." she
said.
"They did seem to genuinely
express regret that this was not for a
personal relationship.
"There seem to be a lot of
attractive, competent men out there
who are looking for a relationship.
I'm just sorry I couldn't fulfill their
particular need."

Moving
continued from page 21
at all. so [concerning ADA funding], they
received none," McDowell added.
Clinch Valley College. Virginia Military
Institute and Virginia State University did not
submit requests.
Tina Greco, a junior at George Mason
University, is president of STEPS, a social
awareness group for students with disabilities.
As a disabled student herself. Greco said she
feels the campus is not adequately equipped.
"I'd like to give the whole campus a
facelift." she said, naming changes like curb
cuts, wheelchair ramps and more direct paths.
Greco said most of the improvements
needed will not be completed by the time she
graduates but was satisfied to know "people try
to implement these changes to help the next
people that come along."
Such hopes are shared by many mobilityimpaired students.
The ADA has inputinto a cojlege's new
structuresYhowever. some older buildings, like'

W&M's historical Wren Building, are
completely inaccessible, said Lisa Bicklcy. the
assistant dean of students at W & M.
The Wren Building was built in I693 and
houses W&M's philosophy and religion
departments.
"I believe that if you look at campus from a
legal standpoint, there is still a lot to be done."
Bickley said, meaning the college must
upgrade its campus by law.
Violet Chalkley. a spokeswoman for
W&M's Office of Equal Opportunity and
Affirmative Action, recently measured
accessibility on the campus.
She said most academic buildings are fully
accessible, equipped with ramps or widened
doorways — but not necessarily elevators —
but she did not survey dorms or fraternity and
sorority houses.
"As with most institutions, we do have
problematic areas," Chalkley said. "One of the
problems is- that our campus is very old."
OtheWirginia schoofs'also face problems

because of older campuses and structures, such
as those at VCU. Virginia Tech and UVa.
Many old buildings are "grandfathered out
of federal ADA standards." VCU's ADA
coordinator. Gail Barber, said.
"Every time we touch a building that is a
historic landmark, we have to ask the
department of historic resources." Because of
that, some buildings may never be fully
accessible.
According to Knickrehm. ADA docs not
clearly define which buildings are or are not
exempt from its standards.
"People in government and legal positions
say you can designate which buildings need to
be accessible, yet the courts are eventually
going to have to rule on that," he said.
Virginia Reilly, assistant dean of student
services at Virginia Tech, said their department
has a long list of requests for renovations,
especially concerning older buildings, which
they give to their ADA Committee.
"We have never had any of our requests

turned down." Reilly said, "but some of these
requests require too much money" and become
long-term plans.
Elizabeth McGovern. a graduate student of
ethics at UVa., is the university coordinator
serving students with disabilities. She also
serves on the ADA Committee.
Though UVa.'s structures are old,
McGovern said. "Most of our buildings are
accessible. If one isn't, we'll make it" that way.
"We were committed before the ADA was
passed." McGovern said. "Every nook and
cranny of the university has a plan for future
renovation."
As for JMU, Knickrehm said, 'Two years
ago we estimated that it would cost $31 million
to bring every single room on campus 100
percent up to ADA standards." He couldn't
speculate on what it would cost today.
"For now, the approach we have taken is
that we will do the very best we can to make
the most important buildings on campus
accessible."
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February woes continue with loss to AU
JMU drops third straight despite
three-point barrage from Culuko
by Adam Foldenauer
staff writer

MAGGIE WELTER/*?nior photographer

JMU junior Darren McLinton and sophomore Ryan Culicerto, both guards, try and steal the ball from
an American player Wednesday at the Convocation Center. The Dukes lost the game, 86-83.

Dukes struggle in ESPN appearance
Guard Kwame Evans scored 19
points and center Alexander Koul
added 18 on seven-of-eight
shooting as George Washington
manhandled JMU 89-75 Monday
in front of 3.962 at the Smith
Center.
The Presidents' Day contest was
also televised nationally on ESPN.
GW led by as many as 35 points
before head coach Mike Jarvis
pulled his starters midway through
the second half. The Dukes closed
the game with a 36-7 run against
the GW reserves.
"I don't think we've ever got
beat that bad. I'd have to check my
records," JMU head coach Lefty
Driesell said. "We were out of sync
and didn't play well. It was a bad
day at the office, and we should
have stayed home."

The Dukes led by one early in
the game before the floodgates
opened. The Colonials went on a
42-8 run that spanned two halves
and led 64-29 seven minutes into
the second session.
Only two Dukes, senior forward
Lou Rowe and junior center James
Coleman, shot more than 50
percent for the floor. Rowe led the
Dukes with 21 points, and Coleman
hit for nine. JMU shot 37 percent
for the game.
"We played the new Z offense,"
Driesell joked. "Lousy."
Much of Rowe's total came after
the game was well in hand. Early
on, Rowe was getting open but not
getting the roll on many of his
penetration moves.
"Lou is such a good player, you
just hopes he misses some shots,"

Jarvis said. "The ball didn't bounce
right for him early."
GW beat the Dukes every way
possible — in transition and in the
halfcourt set. The Colonials were
consistently left open for 12-foot
jumpers and consistently drained
them.
The 7-foot-l Koul and other
GW swingmen bullied JMU on the
boards. Koul pulled down seven
rebounds and had six blocks. The
Dukes were outrebounded 53-34.
"We were just outclassed."
Driesell said. "I expect they would
beat us 20 out of 20 if we played
them."
The Colonials won the last
meeting between the two squads
71-56 Jan. 6, 1993 in Harrisonhurg.

— Adam Foldenauer

How low can you go?
In what has been a topsy-turvy
season. JMU sunk to new depths
Wednesday at the Convocation
Center, dropping a 86-83 decision to
American University. The defeat is
the third straight for the Dukes, who
also lost games to George Mason
University and George Washington
University in the last five days.
AU sweeps the Dukes for the first
time in the series' history. The
Eagles handled JMU 84-78 earlier in
the season in Washington. D.C.
"For a long time I've been standing
here at this podium talking about
getting our butts kicked." AU head
coach Chris Knoche said. "It's a nice
change."
The Eagles' long-distance
marksmanship doomed JMU. AU
went seven-of-13 in the second halt
from behind the three-point arc.
many coming in the game's final
minutes.
The barrage began with the Dukes
up by three with seven minutes to
play. Forward Marko Krivokapic
scored 11 straight points, nine on
three-pointers. With AU up 77-73.
forward Christian Ast nailed another
trey to put the Eagles up 80-73 with
1:13 left.
Ast finished with 25 to pace the
Eagles. Krivokapic added 16 points
and eight rebounds.
"We certainly came up with some
big Field goals when we needed it."
Knoche said. "It's simple math, the
threes count more than twos, and
they gave us a comfortable enough
lead down the stretch."
Poor AU foul shooting allowed the
Dukes to stay within striking
distance, and senior forward Kent
Culuko banged in a three with two
seconds remaining to cut the lead to
85-83. Ast then hit the second of two
free throws and junior guard Darren
McLinton's desperation three-pointer

from halfcourt glanced off the
backboard as time expired.
JMU forced only four turnovers
and could never slow down the
Eagles
"We're not a vef) good team right
now. We're playing awful defense;
we can't stop anybody." JMU head
coach Lefty Driesell said. "You winu,
on defense, and if you can't stop
people, you're not going to win."
Culuko — the only JMU player to
hit a three-pointer — was deadly
from long range. Culuko led all
scorers with 26 points, six-of-seven
from three-point range, eighl-of-12
from the floor.
"It's very frustrating. I try and step
up when the team is flat." Culuko
said. "Everybody's trying hard; it's
not like guys aren't playing their
hardest. It's the lowest we've been
since I've been here."
Senior forward Louis Rowe — the
lifeblood of the Dukes — had trouble
finding the inside of the rim and
never got on track. Rowe matched
his season-low output of I I points,
going lour-of-14 from the field.
One first-half sequence summarized
Rowe's evening of frustration: With
the shot clock winding down. Rowe
penetrated, spun in the lane and got
free three feet from the hoop. His
layup bounced around and out. and
Rowe stopped and stared at the rim
in disbelief.
"Thai's not what hurl us." Rowe
said of his offensive performance. "I
didn'i play well defensively. No
intensity — I didn't think I was the
leader today."
Culuko hit a trio of treys early to
keep the Dukes close. His bomb at
the 12:07 mark tied the game at 19.
Driesell rarely called on the JMU
reserves, not going to his bench until
the 6:49 mark, when sophomore
guard Ryan Culicerto subbed for
Culuko.
JMU plummets to 14-10 overall
and third in the Colonial AthleticAssociation at 9-4.

Swim & dive teams still busy
after winning 1995 CAA titles
by Jerry Niedzialek
staff writer
Pride, confidence and teamwork provided the edge for JMU
last week as both the men's and women's swimming teams
brought home the Colonial Athletic Association championship
title.
The men's team pulled out the victory with a slim margin
over UNC-Wilmington in one of the closest meets in years.
"I was very confident going in." head coach Brooks Teale
said. "The guys have been committed all year long and swam
well. I'm happy we were able to rise to the occasion."
The title gives the men four straight CAA titles, making it a
clean sweep for senior co-captain Mark Gabriele. He was also
named as the Men's Outstanding Meet Performer.
"We definitely were shooting for the fourth-straight title,
taking nothing for granted." Gabriele said. "I do not know how
it feels to lose it and didn't want to find out."
The preparation for the conference championship is different
than for regular meets.

"We rest the guys, breaking off their work." assistant coach
Dave Caldwell said. "They all shaved their heads and got more
psyched up as a team."
Gabriele pointed out that for this type of meet the preparation
is more mental. "A week before the meet. I visualize the race in
my head. I only think of positive thoughts, and I sec the perfect
race." he said.
The meet was more challenging this year than in years past,
and their preparation and hard work showed, as the team was
able to come through with the win.
"I was confident going in. much more so than after the first
day." sophomore Ryan Frost said. "I knew that we needed to
step it up and swim faster to win."
Since the meet was so close, this title meant more 10 the team
than the one last year.
"It's more satisfying to win the close ones." Caldwell said.
"We had to overcome more obstacles and come together as a
learn lo win."
"There was no competition last year." Gabriele said. This

HI.EPH OTO

, Sophomore Amanda KuehJ, who won a CAA title in the
CAA page 25 three-meter springboard, dries off durjng practice.
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Dukes squander scoring opportunities
by Pete Haggarty
Special to The Breeze
The JMU men's baseball team's
(1-1) inability to score runs with
players in scoring position was a
main factor in its 9-6 loss to the
Thundering Herd of Marshall
University (1-2) in its second game
of the season.
Coach Kevin Anderson said. "The
key to this game was their [Marshall
U.] ability to capitalize offensively."
"The combination of their
effective scoring ability and our lack
of offensive tenacity is the reason
Marshall is walking away with the
victory." he said.
Anderson started sophomore
right-handed pitcher Tim Bouch for
the first two innings but replaced him
in the top of the second with
sophomore lefty Shaun O'Neal.
Marshall began the game with two
runs off of two hits and one error.
Marshall centerfielder Tim Martin
ripped the first pitch of the game for
a single.
Marshall players Hagy. Brumfield
and Black all contributed to this first
inning offensive spurt, giving the
Herd a 2-0 lead over JMU.
The Dukes began with lead-off
hitter junior Bobby Rubin who
grounded out to third. Senior Kevin
Nehring was also thrown out on a
bunt attempt.
Senior first-baseman Chad Gindcr
was able to keep the team alive with
a pop fly single to left. Ginder then
stole second base, putting the Dukes
in scoring position.
Sophomore designated hitter Mike
Maltix grounded out to second
baseman Jim Reynolds, leaving one
runner stranded.
"This play began a pattern of
leaving
possible
scoring

opportunities stranded," Anderson
said.
The Herd began an offensive run
in the top of the third scoring three
runs on three hits. Shortstop Keith
Mastro knocked a bomb to the leftfield fence scoring all three of their
runs.
The Dukes were unable to respond
to the offensive barrage in the third
and fell back by five runs.
In the top of the fifth, the Herd
completed their offensive strike with
a four-run effort off six hits. Senior
pitcher Mike Venafro replaced
freshman Travis Harper, who came
in for O'Neal in the third.
Marshall scored its last run of the
game off a single by Mike Hagy.
giving it a 9-0 lead.
Venafro pitched four and twothirds innings, allowing only one hit
and striking out five.
Anderson emphasi/ed the pitching
staff's inability to make "Marshall
University hit our pitches.
"We got rattled too easily and
weren't really hungry enough
tonight, unlike the emotion show n by
the Marshall pitching staff."
In the bottom of the fifth. JMU
was finally able to capitalize off the
pitching of starter ftrian Mallory.
Sophomore outfielder Maccy Brooks
blasted a home run to deep rightcenter to put JMU on the scoreboard
lor the first time.
Mallory regained control striking
out third baseman Jay Johnson and
outfielder Joe Higman. both juniors.
Mallory then walked junior
outfielder Bobby Rubin and senior
shortstop Donny Burks. Nehring hit a
double up the right line, scoring both
Rubin and Burks.
Marshall then brought in freshman
Bob Herrington who finished off the
inning, striking out Gindcr and

MELISSA PALLADINOfefttf phtitagruphei
Sophomore outfielder Macey Brooks celebrates with teammates after hitting a fifth-inning homerun.
leaving Nehring stranded on second.
Marshall head coach Howard
McCann brought in Frank Thompson
in the bottom of the sixth, who gave
up two runs on four hits in innings
six and seven.
Marshall reliever Tim Fanning
allowed one run on three hits in the

bottom of the eight but finished the
inning with three straight strike outs,
leaving one stranded.
Venafro prevented the Herd from
scoring again after the fifth inning,
giving JMU an opportunity to pull
out the victory.
The Diamond Dukes, however.

stranded three runners in scoring
position in the last two innings.
In the bottom of the ninth they left
two stranded after Ginder. Maltix and
pinch hitter sophomore Devin Floyd
were struck out by Mallory.
The Dukes meet up with Bucknell
at home Feb. 25 and 26.

CAA

MIKE HEFFtiKWpholo editor

Listen up
George Washington University men's basketball coach Mike Jarvis yells at
his players in Monday's game between GW and JMU, which was televised
nationally on ESPN. The Colonials stomped the Dukes, 89-75.

continued from page 23
year means much more to me.
"I have never seen so much pride in a team
before. We were challenged but just wanted it
more than them. It's a matter of pride," he said.
This is Teal's second title in a row and he
also agreed that this one meant more.
"Last year was a team I inherited." he said.
"This year I have a more personal connection. I
know the guys better and was more
emotionally involved this year."
Frost and Teal are already looking ahead
toward next year.
"Immediately after the victory I couldn't
help looking towards next year," Frost said.
"We are losing some key guys, and everyone is
focusing in on us. It's going to be a big
challenge next year."
Teal said. "We have to raise our level for
next year through recruiting and preparation."
But before they look ahead at next year, the
team must get ready for Eastern College
Athletic Conference Championships in
Buffalo, N.Y.. next week.
"It's important in different ways." Teale
said. "Tbis is more for the swimmers'
individual goals to make NCAA times. It's also
a second chance to look at swimmers lor next
year."
The women's team tied with East Carolina
for the CAA title, giving them their third
consecutive year with a piece of the
championship.
"I was confident that we'd be at the top."
head coach Judy Wolfe said, "but we'd have to
swim well to do it."
This victory for the women was more a
team effort than a few individuals winning it.
"I
was
very
proud
of
their
accomplishments." Wolfe said. "In other years

a lot of people were at the lop of the events
But this year there were few individuals and
more a team effort."
The only individual winner for the Dukes
was sophomore Wendy Bryant, who won the
2(K) backstroke.
"I was confident that we would do fine,"
Bryant said. "We pulled together as a team and
came away with the tie."

We definitely were
shooting for the fourthstraight title, taking
nothing for granted.
Mark Gabriele
senior co-captain
Two other swimmers that Wolfe talked
about as stepping up were freshmen Lisa
Herbster and Jennifer Murach.
"They really handled themselves well and
emerged as leaders of their class." she said.
Herbster said. "I knew how hard we had all
worked, and that it would pay off."
Murach said she was pleased the team won
but was disappointed they did not win the title
outright.
"It's frustrating that we tied, but I am still
pleased at how we all came together as a
team." she said.
The team is currently swimming at Harvard
University competing in ECACs.
"The pressure is off them now." Wolfe said.
"Some will perform better now because they
can relax."
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Automotive Services
performed by
Professional Mechanics
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SHOCKS

fUNf UPS
OIlilUBt
BAntBiES

WE NEED EASTER
BUNNIES & PHOTO
OPERATORS!!

Valley Mall
1925 E. Market St.

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.

for the
1995-,96
school year.
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StRVlNG THt AREA SiNCC 1970

SAVE ON TIRE$

434-5935
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9:00 - 12 NOON
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Oar Residents fire Still
Oar Best Advertisement "The kitchens in Okie Mill are large and well equipped.
I enjoy whipping things up in mine ...."
Krlsten Phillips

433-1797
433-1875
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Dlde Mill Village

If you love Easter, can work
under pressure, and mrB
available days, nights, and
weekends, give us a call. We
will train you to be an Easter
Bunny or photo operator.
Applications available in
the Mall Management
office during regular
business hours.

T/A RAIXALS JHMHNf

All <r»Wr>RYr*. ftssioNAiS

434-4S40

NOW OPEN ON SATURDAYS

BAll (OINIS
WHEELS
AIR COMOITlONiNG SE RVK\

Heishman s

Fast, Reliable Service Since 1980
Evelyn Byrd Ave.

LONG MILEAGE
FUa SAVING RADIALS

HufrtiM

"The apartments are nicely furnished with comfortable
living room and bedroom furniture."
AnneKunkle
... it's a convenient walking distance to JM's andoampus...
Vanessa Howard
... the stafff and tenants are all very friendly

"

Meme Patel

Amenities Galore!
Pedal on the level - no hills to
climb or interstate to cross.
Only four blocks to campus.
Energy efficient heat pumps.
Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
Mini-blinds on all windows.
Basketball courts.
Paved parking spaces.
Pre-wired for telephone.

Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
Deadbolt locks and door viewers
on all aprtments.
Well lit parking lot and walkways.
Convenient bus service to
campus & Valley Mall.
Full-time management and maintenance.
No sliding doors.

NOW LEASING FOR THE '95 - '96 SCHOOL YEAR
COLDWGLL
BANKER □
HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

CfiLL BRENT
TODflY
432-9502
Professionally managed by:

Horsley and Constable Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502
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Billiards master teaches students physical, mental aspects of his favorite game
by Maggie Welter
staff writer
"'I hope you're feelin' lucky today," senior
David McLeod says to graduate student Mike
Mosby as McLeod enters the Corner Pocket.
"Go get a stick, fool," Mosby responds as he
racks the balls in the plastic triangle in
preparation for the competition.
With the break of the balls it begins — the
centuries-old game of mathematical intrigue
that is today associated with classy billiard
rooms, bars, beer and bonding.
The idea of knocking ceramic balls around
on a felt-topped table may seem silly to anyone
not familiar with the game of pool, but to
champion player and master instructor Jerry
Briesath and those who attended his "pool
school" held this week at the Corner Pocket,
the pool table is an irresistible magnetic force.
It draws them in and holds them in a state of
mental fixation for hours.
From Monday through Wednesday,
Briesath, a member of the Billiard Congress
Association Board of Directors, was brought to
JMU by the Office of Student Activities to
share his pool expertise with interested
students.

It's a game you never
master; you only get
better.
Jerry Briesath
master pool instructor

In his 30 years of shooting pool, Briesath
has won numerous pool titles, including the
Midwestern States and Wisconsin State
Championships. He also played in the Billiard
U.S. Open for four years, where he was ranked
among the top 20 players in the United States.
Now Briesath sets up pool schools around
the world where he teaches others
fundamentals of the game so they too can pass
along tips and intricacies of the game.
"I decided nobody had done to pool what
they had done 40 years ago to golf." Briesath
says. "I was the first guy to break down the
fundamentals of pool, so most of the teachers
in the country follow my guidelines."
There are 80 certified instructors in the
United States.
In his pool school, Briesath shows
participants the need for careful preparation
using math, angles and science before each
shot.

"Shooting pool is akin to shooting a pistol,"
Briesath tells the spectators. "You've got to
formulate good shots, even when they look
dead."
The addictive nature of pool that turns some
into fanatics can be partly attributed to the
continuous challenge it presents to individuals,
he says.
"It's a game you never master; you only get
better," Briesath says. "Every rack is a
different challenge to your mental and physical
abilities."
A few JMU students have turned their poolplaying talents into something more than just a
hobby. The Office of Student Activities is
sending nine students to Knoxville, Tenn., Feb.
25-26 to participate in the Association of
College Unions International Regional Billiard
Competition.
For the last two years former JMU student
Max Eberly, who graduated in December,
captured the ACUI National Billiard
Championship title, giving JMU pool fans
boasting rights.
The Corner Pocket isn't just a place for the
super-skilled, however. Diehard shooters
frequent the pool room every day, according to
student manager Ryan Madden, a senior.
'There are about 10 to 15 guys who are in
here faithfully every day at lunchtime,"
Madden says.
Senior Melanie Titus, who also works at the
Corner Pocket, says she sees guys come in who
will not start shooting until they have
everything perfect.
"Some of them are so picky, they have to
have the lighting just right, and they will lake
the cue and roll it on the table to majce sure it's
perfectly straight," she says.
The chance to compete against someone
else is what keeps McLeod coming back to the
game.
"It's always a competition," he says.
McLeod says he spends a few afternoons
every week shooting pool. "It's a chance to
hang with the guys."
According to Mosby. McLeod is a little
more fanatical about pool than he lets on.
"We're sitting in the Waffle House one day
and this man (McLeod] just starts talking
pool." Mosby said.
When asked if he could ever turn down one
of McLeod's challenges, Mosby says no.
"This is diehard male bonding," Mosby
said. "I like to play pool with someone like
David that you can just talk crap to while
you're shooting."
So if you're ever walking by the Corner
Pocket and hear threatening phrases like. "Take
it, sucker, you got your chance," or, "Look at
the rhythm of that ball; you're sunk," don't
worry: It all comes to an end when the last ball
drops into the corner pocket.

PHOTOS BY MAGGIE WELTER/
senior phownrapher

(Above) Master Pool Instructor
Jerry Briesath demonstrates his
knowledge of a pool technique
during 'Pool School,' which was
held Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday in the Corner
Pocket.
(Right) Senior David McLeod
takes some time out of his
schedule to shoot some pool.

SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS
REC REPORT
• "Are you ready for spring break?" Come join
us for the last Happy Hour fitness class before
spring break at Hillside Fitness Center at 5:15
p.m.
• Yoga Classes are held every Tuesday and
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in Godwin Hall. rm.
205. No experience is necessary. Wear loose
clothing.
• Skin Cancer & Skin Protection informational
table across from the post office in Warren
Hall. March 1.11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. Get ready for
spring break. Learn the dangers and ways to
protect yourself from the sun.
• Intramural football officials needed — all
payroll paperwork must be completed by 5
p.m. on March 15 in Godwin Hall, rm. 213.

Certified officials earn $6 per hour, all others
earn $5 per hour.
• Southeastern Collegiate Ski Conference —
JMU's team came in fourth place (262.75) on
Feb. 3 in the Giant Slalom at Hawksnest.
• JMU men's volleyball defeated William &
Mary (15-3, 15-9, 7-15, 12-15, 15-8) and Duke
University (12-15. 15-8, 15-10, 15-6) on Feb.
18. Their record is 8-1 and are first place in the
Southern Conference.

TRACK & FIELD
George Mason Collegiate
Invitational
Top .IMU finishers:
• Tiombe Hurd,' 1st in triple jump (4I'6"); 3rd

in long jump (I9'l"-school record; old I9'0
l/2"by Janal Hill in 1992)
• Sarah Matthes. Zakiya Haley. Jokie Reise.
Tara Powers. 2nd in distance medley relay
(12:23.22; meets ECAC qualifying standard)
• Tracey Livengood, 3rd in 5.000m run
(17:43.1; meets ECAC qualifying stadnard;
fastest time ever by a JMU freshman)
• Zakiya Haley. 5th in 200m dash (25.89); 9th
in 55m dash (7.43; 7.36 in prelims)
• Sarah Matthes. 8th in 800m run (2:20.19)
• Karrie Shelton. 12th in 55m hurdles (8.95)
•Cindy Price. 12th in 3.000m run (10:55.1)
• Keirsten Murray. 15th in 400m dash (1:00.56)
• Erin Armstrong. 18th in 55m hurdles (9.49);
24th in 55m (7.93)
• Fatima Joyner. 19th in 400m dash (1:00.82)
' 'AllY. Stcphenson, 25lh in 55m dash (7.96)

Karin Redilla, 26th in 800m run (2:35.87)

FENCING
Virginia Intercollegiate
Fencing Tournament
Varsity Foil
1. HollinsCollege
2. JMU
3. Sweet Briar
4. UVa.
5. Va. Tech
6. Mary Baldwin

28
26
26
23
14
3

Epi't'
I JMU
2. Va. Tech
3. HoUuis Cpllejjc.

26 wins
16 wins
6 wins

wins
wins
wins
wins
wins
wins
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NBA fans, players need attitude change
Coaches and players might wani lo start
donning flak jackets before entering sporting
arenas these days. Fan behavior is getting a bit
out of hand.
Gone are the days when "boos" sum up a
rude fan's repertoire. No longer arc the times
when a simple "Ya bum!" would suffice.
Fans have gotten downright nasty.
When I was younger, my father used to take
me to Richmond Braves games at the old
Parker Field. Often he would yell, "Give the
pitcher a bar of soap!" when some poor sap
was on the mound getting shelled. I thought
that to be obscene. Compare it to today's brand
of often X-rated taunting and it comes off like
a compliment.
A man was recently jailed for sending
Louisiana State University head basketball
coach Dale Brown phone calls threatening him
with bodily harm. This kind gentleman also
took the time lo threaten to kill some LSU
players, not wanting to leave anyone out.
The fan must have been upset with the
team's lackluster performance in the
Southeastern Conference. Maybe they lost one
too many games on a recent road trip and
drastic actions had to be taken. After all, what
would Tiger fans do if their team didn't make it
to the NCAAs in '95?
Apparently bad things, man. bad things.
Then there's Steve George. George went to
an NBA game a few weeks ago to take in some
pro hoops . . . and to taunt some players. He
taunted the wrong guy — perennial hothead
Vernon Maxwell of the Houston Rockets.
Maxwell ran into the stands and popped him
one. an action that resulted in a $20,000 fine
and a 10-game suspension for Maxwell.
Just what did George say that got Maxwell
so fired up? Was he screaming lips on how to
improve Maxwell's jumper? Offering
unwarranted advice on Vernon's footwork?
Maybe what got under Maxwell's skin was
the comment about his recently stillborn

daughter. Vernon
didn't take too
kindly to those
remarks, and the
racial slurs didn't
help. So he
slugged the guy.
I'm
not
—
saying Vernon's
actions
were
right, but were they 100 percent wrong? If the
offensive remarks by George are true (George
maintains he made no racial slurs or remarks
about Maxwell's daughter) I have 1o stick up
for Vernon just a tad bit.
There comes a point when a fan crosses the
line. Just because he pays for a ticket, does that
give him the right to say whatever he pleases?
No.
Athletes are only human, and it must get
awfully old night in and night out having to
stomach cracks from some fat guy that couldn't
run up and down the court one time without
collapsing and crawling back to the beer stand.
Resorting to violence isn't the right step, but
the world of sports needs to install tighter
security lo monitor fans with seats close to the
floor and control their language. Taunting a
player can be great fun (I do it all the time), but
personal insults and certain offensive remarks
have no place in sports.
Not that the NBA is full of angels being
chastised by devilish fans. Today's young, hiphop generation of hoop superstars have three
things in mind: me. myself and I. Classiness is
thrown out the window as these high-flying
hoopsters jockey for more money and more
SportsCenter air time. "How many points did I
have; am I going to get traded; and. uh, did we
win?" can be heard in NBA locker rooms.
Outdated a concept as it may be, it's up to
the coaches to instill the "teamwork" mentality
into their players. NBA coaches have lost all
semblance of discipline over their men.

m 4

Granted, it's
hard to gain
any sort of
leverage when
your players
are
making
millions.
Miss
a
Adam Foldenauer
practice?
Okay. Refuse
to enter a game? Fine. Just whatever you do.
don't run into the stands and punch someone.
Take, for example, Nick Van Exel, the
second-year, rising-star guard for the Los
Angeles Lakers. He refused coach Del Harris'
request to enter a game this season, one the
Lakers would lose by a franchise-record
margin. Harris apparently said something in a
halftime tirade that licked off Nick, so much so
thai he didn't want to play. And in the NBA. if
you don't feel like playing, you don't have to
(see Scottie Pippen, Derrick Coleman, etc.).
Here's the kicker. After the game, Harris
apologized. Said he was sorry. Asked for
forgiveness.
Apologize? A coach? Somewhere in
Hoosierville, Bobby Knight is laughing.
Imagine someone refusing to go in for Knight.
See you, son. Hit the road. Maybe Indiana
basketball isn't for you.
The myriad of college athletes leaving early
for the big time means less fundamentals
learned, which means more and more dunks
and less and less artistry on the hardwood.
(Did you see the All-Star dunk contest? The
paucity of talent was so great. Dr. J could have
jumped out from behind the judges' table and
won the competition in his suit and wingtips.)
Now that the good Doctor. Magic, His
Airness and Larry Legend have all faded into
the sunset, who will carry on the NBA torch?
Surely not Charles Barkley. who can outdo any
heckler in a vulgarity contest during any given
postgame interview.

Sports
Commentary

Grant Hill is one of the only youngsters with
an amiable personality, the future of the NBA
could be in his hands.
But for now, we are left with Shaq — the
monster of 1,000 dunks and almost as many
nicknames and commercials. We are already
becoming "Shaq-turated" and it's only his third
year in the league. The man has his own book,
own videos, own shoes and own rap album.
Just how many championships has this
superhero won to garner so much attention?
Which leads me to another gripe — athletes
can't rap. Plain and simple. Listening to Shaq
struggle on the mic is like watching Dan
Marino limp on a QB rollout, and that's ugly.
Same goes for Deion Sanders. He can't rap
either. Just how much talent do these guys
think God divvies out to each person? They
already have the shares of at least one or two
no-life hecklers, so give it a rest already.
Assorted NBA players recently came out
with a rap album tilled "NBA's Best Kepi
Secrets," which is tolerable, but still, stick to
crossover dribbles, not trying to cross over into
the entertainment industry. You don't see
rapper Heavy D trying out for the New York
Giants' offensive line, do you?
Come to think of it. these NBA players have
shown me the light. Their moaning and
refusing to perform works for them, so why
shouldn't it work for me?
I'll therefore close with a message to the
hierarchy of The Breeze: I want my own
computer, my own desk and a 20 percent pay
increase. I also demand a larger meal
allowance on road trips.
Unless these demands are met, I will never
tickle the keys of this Macintosh again. Find
yourself another basketball beat writer. We
don't come a dime a dozen, you know.
Hey fellas in the NBA, scoot over and make
room on the bench, I'm coming to join you.
Save a spot for me and I promise — no
taunting.

—

Learn how to stretch
your advertising dollar

Check out Breeze Advertising
For rate, information call Jonathan Rhudy at 568-6127
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DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Andrea Harris, killed August 26,1991 at 6:00pm on El Camino Real, Atascadero, California.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to stop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Townhouse - 3 BR. Fall '95-'96.
Furnished. University Court.
Private deck. 432-6993
College Station & University
Place - 3 or 4 BR units. Apple
Real Estate, Inc. (703)433-9576
Mt. View Drive townhouse - 5
BRS. furnished; walking distance;
S200-$250/mo.; one-year lease
August '95-August '96); W/D;
(703)450-5008.
Nags Head, NC - Get your group
together early. Attractive, relatively
new houses; fully lumished; W/D,
DW; central A/C; available May 1 Aug. 31; sleeps 7, $l500/mo.;
sleeps 8-9, $2100/mo (804)8501532
^^^^__
University Place - 4-BR, 2-bath
condo W/D. range, DW, MW,
refrigerator. Furnished, available
Aug. 1. S175/BR, includes water.
Tenants pay electric, phone, cable.
Call 433-7047.
You must see thisl 4 BRs, 2
living rooms, Hunter's Ridge
townhome. Excellent condition,
responsive
local
owner
management, furnished, females,
fall. 433-1333
University Court - 5BR,
furnished, W/D, 3 1/2 baths. Call
433-2126.
Large house - 7 BRs, 4 baths,
Newman Ave. Available August.
Call 433-2126.
Two female roommates needed2nd floor, University Place. August.
432-3979
2 Houses
Old S. High St.
1-3BR $550

J-M Apartments
434-1847 or
434-3882
1-BR Apt. $295/mo
2-BR Apt. S380/mo.
3-BR Apt. $450/mo.
or $150/person
All apts. near Cantrell Bridge.
One of the closest complexes
to JMUI
Owner/Ma nagerl
The good apartments go first
so come by and see us!

One-bedroom apt. on Mason
Street — deck house, $325 a
month. 432-3979
5 bedrooms — Old South High.
568-3068

FOR SALE
4-BR condo - Hunter's Ridge,
nice. Sacrifice $59,900 (703)2981184 or (703)289-9677.
Mscintosh computer lor sale Complete system only, $499. Call
Chris at (800)289-5685.
$17507weekly possible mailing our
circulars. For info call (202)2989065.

Summer sublet available - 1BR
In
3-BR
apt.,
Madison
Gardens.Call Rob & Brad, 4333651.
'95-'96 lease - Furnished 4BR,
College Station; 3BR, Madison
Square. 434-3397
4-BR townhouse - Dutchmill
Court. Water, trash included. Year
lease. Available Aug. 1. Quiet.
$740. 434-2100
3-BR duplex - Rosedale. All
appliances included. Year lease.
Available Aug. 1. Quiet. $525. 4342100
3 bedrooms — Old South High.
568-3068

Powerful new natural beverage
helps to reduce your weight in
weeks & dramatically improve
your health, it works for millions
worldwide! Free samples & info
Leave a name & phone/address!
Earn extra Income; $100-$1,000*
per month! Perfect for JMU!
Students make lasting users &
fund your college costs!
Alaska summer employment Fishing industry Earn to $3,000$6,000+/mo.
+
benefits.
Male/female. No experience
necessary. (206)545-4155, ext.
A53252.

Clerical Position
Salary $4 25/hr.
This position will be expected to
start fall semester 1995.
Applications may be obtained in
the Recreational Activities Office
(Godwin Hall, rm. 213) or
the Sport Club Office
(Warren Hall, rm. 300) & will be
accepted through Feb. 24. Any
questions, call Garrett at x3940.
Looking for something fun to be
a part of this semester? Center lor
Service-Learning is looking lor K12 tutors in math, languages,
sciences and English. We also
have
other
opportunities.
Questions? Call x6366.

Skis - K2 TRC190, brand new
Never used. $190. Call 574-3601

Sport Club
Program Assistant

Mountain bike 1994 - GT-RTS-2,
Full suspension, $1,000. Chris
Morgan, 828-0502.

Salary $5/hr. This position will be
expected to start tall semester
1995. Applications may be
obtained in the Recreational
Activities Office (Godwin Hall, rm.
213) or the Sport Club Office
(Warren Hall, rm. 300) & will be
accepted through Feb 24. Any
questions,-call Garrett at x3940.

HELP WANTED

434-1847
Two-BR apt. - Close JMU,
S215/BR. Water furnished. 4323979

Drink, Shrink & Think

(800)603-5050
University Place — 4 BR,
completely furnished, new paint,
new carpet, water furnished, W/D,
DA/V, A/C, refrigerator, icemaker.
Let's deal, 432-3979.

1-4BR $600
3-4BRApts. $640

National Parks hiring - Seasonal
& full-time employment available at
National Parks, Forest & Wildlife
Preserves. Benefits ♦ bonuses!
Apply now for best positions Call
(206)545-4804, XN53251.

Cruise ships now hiring - Earn
up to $2,000-t/mo. working on
cruise
ships or land-tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Seasonal & full-time employment
available.
No
experience
necessary. For more info call
(206)634-0468, XC53255.
FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
needed to ref Intramural games.
Flexible hours! All training
provided1 Certified officials earn
$6/hr; all others earn $5/hr.
Anyone interested must complete all tax
torms & paperwork before 5pm on
Wednesday, 3/15 in Godwin Hall, rm
213. (Bring driver's license or JMU ID &
social security card or birth oertrlicatel.
Mandatory meeting March 16 at 5
p.m. in Piedmont Room, Warren
Hall. Questions? x3940.

Summer opportunity - Lochearn
Camp for Girls seeks kind,
enthusiastic female staff with
strong activity skills in gymnastics,
tennis, watersports (WSI certified),
studio & performing arts, field
sports, English riding, hiking.
Outstanding facilities, magnificient
Vermont setting, 20 minutes from
Dartmouth College. Positive
attitude required; prior experience
is not! mia-June - mid-August.
Contact Rich Maxson, Box 500,
Post Mills, VT 05058; (800)2356659.
Wanted - Student with car to
transport teen-age children to
after-school activities for working
mother. Tuesdays & Thursdays, 45:30p.m. a must. Call Mary, 4320554.

NOW HIRING FULL & PART TIME

DEUVERY
DRIVERS
•ABOVE AVERAGE
EARNINGS
•ADVANCEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
MUST HAVE OWN CAR
AND INSURANCE AND
BE AT LEAST
18 YEARS OLD
APPLICATIONS BEING
ACCEPTED AT ANY
HARRISONBURG

LITTLE CAESARS
Make a difference! Residential
Camp Stall. Camp Jened serves
adults who have a wide range of
disabilities. Join our summer staff
& have an incredible experience
working in the Catskill Mountains in
New York. Jobs available for
counselors, program staff, cooks &
nurses. Season runs from June 1
through Aug. 24. Good salary,
room & board, 4 partial travel
expenses. Call (914)434-2220, or
write Camp Jened. P.O. Box 483,
Rock Hill, New York 12775.
Earn $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home Send
long BASE to Country Living
Shoppers, Dept M18, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727.
LIFEGUARD: Salary $5.20/hr.
Positions available for the summer
& fall of 1995. Duties include
supervision & administration of
policies & procedures for Savage
Pool. All applicants must be
certified in lifesaving, first aid. &
CPR. Applications are available in
the Office of Recreational
Activities, Godwin Hall, rm. 213.
Applications will be accepted until
March 13.
Career opportunity - Fortune 500
company s reqional training &
development department is now
hinng! Feb. 23, 6:30p.m., Hampton
Inn, Harrisonburg. Call for
interview. (703)433-8746, ask for
Brett Berryhill.

LOST & FOUND
Lost - Gray baseball cap, logo big
tomato. Reward. Nick, 434-0617.
Found - Pair of nice brown gloves
at campus theatre Friday night.
434-4197
Found - Ladles wrist watch
Feb. 17 near Carrier Library. Joan,
x7995.

SERVICES
Check
out
Encore
Consignments - Large selection
ol used books. Mention this ad &
receive additional 20 percent off.
82 S. Main in Downtown
Harrisonburg. 433-7148

DJ Music & Karaoke - Melrose
formats,
etc.
National
DJ
Connection, 433-0360
DO YOU NEED A TUTOR??
TALENTS UNLIMITED
can provide tutors
for AIL subjects.
college and/or high school.
For inlo please contact
Chris 568-7421 /Mike x7422
or E-mail MSJENKIN
Pet sitting by Mitzie - Home
visits, teedings, walks, TLC! 4326899
NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opportunities &
work-at-home opportunities,
contact the Better Business
Bureau Inc., at (703) 342-3455.
Skydive Virginia! Train & make
your tirst parachute jump in one
day. Skydive Virginia's staff has
30* years instructional experience
For brochure, (800)414-DIVE.

SPRING BREAK
ATTENTION SPRING
BREAKERS! LETS PARTY!
Jamaica $469 Bahamas $429
Panama City $149
KeyWest $229
Quality Accomodations!
Free Drink Parties!
Endless Summer (800)234-7007
Best Spring Break Trip Around
Know from 4 years experience
Bahamas, Jamaica, Cancun
From $299!
Free Parties, Drinks & Food!
Includes Airfare & Hotel!
Call Jill at
434-4589!

PERSONALS
Come In & show student ID And receive $3 off any hair service
at The Studio. 434-8188
1995 CAMP FAIR
Feb. 28

10-2
Piedmont Room, Warren Hall
Interviewing for Summer Staff
9 camps
Church-related & secular
Moving to the Outer Banks of
North Carolina this summer? For
summer employment & housing
inlo. call Paul at (800)662-2122.
Attention Golden Key Members!
General meeting Feb. 27 in Taylor
Hall, rm. 400 at 4:30p.m.
Hurry! Last chance to sign up
May session France/Italy. x6069,
434-3790.

1995 CAMP FAIR
Feb. 28
10-2
Piedmont Room, Warren Hall
Interviewing for Summer Staff
9 camps
Church-related & secular
Look for the miracle
Godspell. Coming this April
JAVA HUT COFFEE HOUSE
8:30p.m.
Feb. 24
at
Wesley Foundation
690 S. Mason St.
Open Mike Nite!
Adoption is an option - Happily
married couple seek to adopt
infant to share loving home &
bright tuture We can help Call
Karen & Ed collect, (804)3536625
Congratulations to 1995
Mr Heart-Throb - Doug Kirby (KAi
Ms Heart-Throb - Lina Cho (AT)
Winners . .

ist-KA&ar
2nd - X* & AIT
3rd - IX & ZTA
Whoop here it is! Where? In your
area! How? Call the dateline!
(900)825-6000,
ext.
1905
$2.99/min 18+. Procall (602)9547420
•Mt> would also like to thank
Nautilus
Q101
Massanutten Resort Crutchfield
Circuit City Merle Norman
Pazzaz The Mark-It Valley Lane
University Outpost Classic Touch
The Studio TCBY
for the donations
to support A-Phiasco!
Attention Golden Key Members!
General meeting Feb 27 in Taylor
Hall, rm. 400at4:30p.m
A<t> would like to thank
AIA
AXP
AIT
KA
AXO
MKA
At"
riK*
III
IAE
IK
!♦£
ZTA
IN
IX
X«t>
lor participating in A-Phiasco &
making the Mr. & Ms Heart-Throb
Competition such a success1

Recycle as if
your life
depends on it.
It does.

ATTENTION!
If you are a Breeze staff photographer, you know who you are, your presence is
requested at a mandatory staff meeting Monday, Feb. 27. This is to meet the new head
cheeses of the photo department, and will follow the regular photo meeting. And
anybody who isn 7 a staffer, you know who you are, is also welcome to attend and begin
paying homage to The Breeze photo god and goddess early and often.
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"A DEAL FOR EVERYONE"
"O SOLO MEO"

Medium Large
Cheese $4.15 $5-07
iTOP. $5.07 $5.99
2TOP $5.99 $6.91

'Back By Popular Demand"

Medium

Large

3-Topping

3-Topping

2 Drinks

4 Drinks

$6.45

$7.37

!■

Medium 3-Topping

4Drinks$H#06
Large 3-Topping

6Drinks$12.90

Delivery Times
11a.m. -1a.m. Sun.-Thurs.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Fri.-Sat

433 - 0606
No Charge for Pan Perfect Crust
Toppings $1 Each
Drinks 50< Each

ALL PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE TAX
Now Featuring: fRjincfi (Dressing ftfttA Every (Pizza Order/

Mr. Gatti's Now Features
GATTILAND
( Air Hockey - Daytona 500 - plus many more )
And Party Facilities for 80 people
Give Us A Call!!!
.•it
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